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A good crowd gathered on the Old Pier to cheer on the intrepid boat builders
and sailors who took part in a Charity Raft Race, organised by the Cobweb
Inn to raise money for the RNLI and Boscastle Coastwatch race.
See inside on page 19 for more about this exciting event.
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Volunteer Wanted
Is there anyone out there
willing to be a volunteer
Blowhole distributor? Our
present volunteer has decided
she is too ‘creaky’ to continue.
The duties are simple,
requiring a fortnightly visit
to all 7 selling outlets in the
village in the summer, with
less frequent visits in the
winter, to replenish supplies of
the magazine.
Interested parties should
contact the Treasurer on
01840 250891.

Boscastle Blowhole Team
The editorial team reserves the right to accept, reject or edit any material submitted for
publication. The views expressed in the magazine are those of the individual contributors
and do not necessarily reflect those of the team. The editorial team are: Philippa Arthan,
Arthur Bannister, Heather Colne, Audley Jarvis, Gloria Quinlan, Ann and Chris Rodda.
The next Blowhole will be published in Autumn 2014, flyers with the deadline date will
be circulated closer to the time.
Items for inclusion can be emailed to boscastleblowhole@yahoo.co.uk
Copies of the Blowhole are available by post at a cost of £3 per issue or £11 for the year.
To subscribe please either email boscastleblowhole@yahoo.co.uk or phone 01840 250891
Cheques should be made payable to ‘Boscastle Blowhole
For advertising queries, please email blowhole.advertising@hotmail.co.uk
Communications to the Blowhole can be sent by post to:
44 Clover Lane Close, Boscastle, PL35 0AL
or by email to: boscastleblowhole@yahoo.co.uk
The Blowhole is published 4 times a year and printed by:
Easyprint of Red Post, Nr Bude, tel: 01288 381700 email: easy.print@btconnect.com

HIGHFIELD MOTORS

Proprietor: F Luffarelli
Servicing, Repairs & Tyres at Highly Competitive Prices
for all cars, motorcycles and vans

MOT’s Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7
Highfield Road Industrial Estate, Camelford, PL32 9RA

Tel: (01840) 212666
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Coffee Morning

Boscastle Fishing
Company
Boscastle
Fishing
Company opened its doors
to the public on schedule
for the Easter Bank
Holiday. Located in the red
brick Rocket Store next to
Things in the Harbour, the
shop offers fresh whole crab
and lobster, dressed crab
and lobster, plus an array of
sandwiches, rolls and cold
drinks. The shop now also
has some outside seating
for the consumption of
sandwiches and drinks
bought in-store.
Shop manager Richard

Valency

Grieve
reports
that
business is going well;
“The fishing season is now
upon us, which means
there’s a steady supply of
crab and lobster. Only
recently, Scott [Washer]
landed around 300kg of
crab for us, so we’re well
stocked”
“In addition to regular
crab and lobster, the shop
is also able to supply spider
crab, which at £5 a kilo
is very good value. We
have a good range of sizes
available should anyone be
tempted to give it a try.”
In other news, the
shop’s website has also
been updated with some
interesting history about
the Rocket Store. Those
with a Twitter account
who want to be kept upto-date can also follow the
shop at: @Boscastlefish

Over the years, Lyn
Biddick’s annual event,
the Macmillan ‘World’s
Biggest Coffee Morning’,
has raised substantial
amounts of money for the
charity. This year’s coffee
morning is on Friday,
26th September between
10am-12noon at Lynn
and Malcolm Biddick’s
home (The Willows, White
Smock Meadow, Boscastle.
Tel. No. 250448)
There will be the usual
goods on sale - cakes,
pasties, preserves and
bric-a-brac and a raffle.

“Nestled into the beautiful
Valency Valley close
to the famous harbour,
scenic old village and
dramatic coast path.”

Camelford Country
Dance
Dancing every Thursday
from 7.30pm-9.30pm
at Sir James Smiths
School, Camelford. Costs
£1 including tea and
biscuits. Contact: Barbara
Perry on 01840 212655

New Skate Board Ramp

The promised skateboard
ramp has now been
installed in the football
field. The Parish Council
would like to thank
everyone who gave up
their time to help. Chris &
boscastlefishingcompany.com Eleanor Conway, Matthew
AJ

Lyn wished to give plenty
of notice of this event,
so that you can enter it
in your diaries. She will
be looking forward to
seeing and chatting to the
many villagers, friends
and visitors who regularly
support the charity’s coffee
morning.

Jollye,
Roy
Williams
(Minster Building) who
not only helped build
but arranged for the extra
materials which were
supplied at cost by Tinhay
Building Supplies.
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PA I N T I N G
Private and commercial painters and decorators

Bed & Breakfast and Self-Catering
Penally Hill, Boscastle, Cornwall. PL35 0HF
www.valencybandb.com
01840 250397

Building &
Property Maintenance
Cornwall

01840 250047

Devon

01626 337596
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Residents’
Questionnaire Prize
Draw
Since
publishing
the
winning
numbers
in
the Spring Issue of the
Blowhole, no-one has yet
come forward to make a
claim.
Any prizes remaining
unclaimed by 31st July
2014 will be equally
divided and donated to the
Air Ambulance, Camelford
Age Concern Bus and the
Children’s Hospice, St
Austell.

funds for a local charity that
gives practical benefit to our
community.
In 2013 the Air
Ambulance
flew
672
missions and £2.5 million
will be needed this year to
keep it flying. This service
is free at the point of need
and is totally funded by
charitable donations. In
2014 two new helicopters
were leased with one of
these having the capability
to fly at night.
Alex finds a new local!
The Air Ambulance
significantly reduces the time
The winning numbers are: taken to convey seriously
ill and injured people to
!st prize: 000194
hospital (Treliske is only
2nd prize: 00060
about 7 minutes away). In
3rd prize: 00016
very many cases over the
Contact Brian Clarke last 25 years, this has simply
on 01840 250551 to make been the difference between
your claim. Hurry! ML
life and death.
If you would like to
Air Ambulance
contribute
or help please
Fundraiser
This year will be the sixth contact Julie on 01840
annual fundraising event 230106
for the Cornwall Air Cheaper litres
Ambulance to be held in The next ordering date
the Crackington Haven for Boscastle oil-ordering
Institute Hall on Sunday group is from 1st-30th Sept
20 July from 2 pm until 6 for a delivery the first week
pm.
in October. If you would
There will be cream like to join, contact Myrna
Arctic Star Claimed for Late Father
Lester on 250520 to get
Myrna Lester shows the medal received in the name of teas and cakes together
a guaranteed 2p per litre
her late father, Leslie Harris (1909 - 1998), who served with a plant and book
discount on your heating
sale.
Please
support
this
on HMS Trumpeter, taking part in Russian Arctic
event, which helps to raise oil.
Conveys during the 1939-1945 war.

D SCOTT ELECTRICAL
1, JORDAN VALE OLD ROAD BOSCASTLE CORNWALL PL35 0AJ

INSTALLATIONS
SALES & SERVICE
For all your electrical requirements

TEL : 01840 250155
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Otterham & St Juliot
New Village Hall
Everybody
around
Otterham & St Juliot
Hall is watching with
great excitement as the
new hall takes shape.
Vanstone’s of Bude, the
contracted builder, is
powering forward on a
very tight schedule to see
the Big Lottery’s money
put to good use in this
sparsely populated area
which, nevertheless, is a
magnet to events because
of geographical situation
of the present hall.
For several years the
hall
committee
have
wondered if the next gale
or downpour would leave
the community without
this valuable asset. Thanks
in no small measure
to Val Gill “The Big
Lottery” grant has meant
we can look forward to
improved conditions and
opportunities for new
ventures to start up – an IT
club and short mat bowls
are two ideas. Everything
is moving so fast with the
favourable weather and
eagerness of the builder.

The Committee are still
actively
fund
raising
because, as anyone who
has done even the smallest
building or decorating job
will know, there is always
the item overlooked in the
budgeting.
The next event is an
evening to gather all the
memories and look at the
original minute books
before the old hall leaves
the scene:

photo Audley Jarvis

Morrise Dancers at outside the Cobweb Inn

Old Hall
MEMORIES
EVENING

Bring along your
photos & recollections,
1954 to 2014
Time to Celebrate &
Remember
Sunday 27th July
6 to 9pm
Those who were not
there come to find out
what it took.
Those who were, come
and tell us
Make it an evening to
add to the memories
Entry Free
Bring and Share
simple refreshments
please
BYO Drinks and
Glasses

There is now a monthly ‘Book Swap’ Boscastle Methodist
Church. Pictured above, at the May event, holding the
book they brought in to swap and its replacement from
the large selection available are Marion Ferrett, Jan
Anderson, Mike O'Brennan, Vivienne Hircock, Dee
Willis, Joan O'Brennan, Edna Edwards, Jo O'Brennan,
Alex Stewart and Anne Clark. Look out for posters
advertising the dates of future Book Swaps.
copyright photos courtesy David Flower

The Wellington

FAULKNERS PLUMBING
AND CENTRAL HEATING

Hotel Boscastle

Boscastle

Full range of plumbing services
Installation, servicing & repair of central
heating systems (oil, LPG & natural gas)
Landlord Safety Certification
For a free estimate, contact us on:

01840 250853
07773 132221
faulknersplumbing@btinternet.com

Pub

Restaurant

Hotel

The Long Bar

The Waterloo Restaurant

Open from 11.00 am for:
Bar Meals
Local Ales, Wines & Spirits
Coffee, Tea & Cold Drinks

Open from 6.30 pm for:
Award Winning Dining
Locally Sourced Produce
Fine Wines

Families Welcome

Beer Garden

Freshly Cooked Food

The Harbour, Boscastle, Cornwall, PL35 0AQ Tel 01840250202
www.wellingtonhotelboscastle.com
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Pretentious, Moi?
As I was strolling, in what
I fondly imagined was an
unpretentious and truly
unremarkable
manner,
completely unworthy of
any notice or attention,
along our significantly
unpretentious road the
other day, enjoying the
so rarely seasonal and
summery climate we are
currently
experiencing,
a very elegant and well
spoken
lady,
clearly
from
somewhere
extremely
fashionable
and sophisticated, asked
of me, in an only faintly
condescending,
barely
contemptuous manner, “
Oh! Do you live here all the
time?” I searched through a
possible range of responses,
and, not wishing to appear
too astonished, naïve, rural
or simplistic replied “Yes.”
The lady was clearly
somewhat taken aback
to be confronted by
what appeared to be a
genuine native resident,
apparently equipped with a
comprehensible version of
the national native tongue

and for a few moments
appeared to be at a loss for
an appropriate response,
but soon regained her
composure sufficiently to
formulate the witty query,
“Oh! Does much happen?”
I did not wish to be
responsible for spreading
unworthy
rumours
regarding the astonishing
number of burglaries,
rapes, pillages, murders,
armed robberies, assaults,
and other imaginative
misdemeanours
which
absorb so much of our
attention during an average
week, so I confined myself
to a modest, “Oh! Just the
usual things that go on in
a village, you know. Lots
of people organise events,
we have lovely pubs and
places to eat, and a lot of us
know one another and like
meeting up.”
Clearly unimpressed,
but not wishing to respond
in too negative a fashion
to a potentially dangerous
local, the lady contented
herself with a polite smile
and a nod, with a :” It must

be very quiet in the winter.”
I wasn’t one to argue
with the lady, but the
thought did pass my
mind that the peace and
quiet was one of main
reasons many of us chose
to live here in the first
place. “One so misses the
charming squeal of a traffic
jam.” “One so regrets the
pleasure of hearing the
screech of a fire engine”.
I refrained from making
both comments. However,
I was at once reminded of
a former student of mine
from the days long ago
when I taught in a local
college close to some small
villages which are regarded
with something close to
disdain by folk who reside
in the areas of this county

which are described as
‘scenic and picturesque’
by their residents. The
man who made these
comments may not have
been a literary genius, nor
a master of the English
language’s technical details,
but he was a man who
appreciated the strengths
of the community in
which he dwelt and had a
fondness for the benefits of
living in that community.
When asked to write about
his home village, he penned
the following lines:
“It has two shops and
a culb (sic), all within
walking distance.” These
are the words of a happy
man, happy to live there all
the time.
AR

S.J.JOSE
CARPENTER & JOINER
GENERAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

Tel 01840 250069
Mobile 07974 723382
CORNISH STORES

Fresh Crabs and Lobsters landed daily in Port Isaac from our own
boat ‘Mary D’. Available cooked, dressed, in a sandwich, boxed to
take home or even alive.
We also have a small seasonal selection of sustainably caught
Cornish fish, mussels, oysters and smoked fish, locally roasted
coffee, homemade cakes and lots more
Call in for a crab sandwich or lobster salad and glass of wine
Situated at the top of the hill near the Pea Pod Gallery
Calum and Tracey Greenhalgh
Fresh from the Sea
18 New Road, Port Isaac, PL29 3RE
01208880215
www.freshfromthesea@hotmail.co.uk

VILLAGE SHOP
and
POST OFFICE

For all your Grocery and every day
essentials
Fresh fruit and vegetables daily
Fresh local meat
Hot pasties and drinks to takeaway
Open daily at 8.30am

THE BRIDGE, BOSCASTLE

01840 250344
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National Gardens Scheme 2014
Summer at last - on 14th June
2014 – and not before time!
It was a perfect weekend for
visiting Alex Stewart’s ‘Wild
Wood’ and Carol Vincent’s
‘Half Acre’, both gardens
belonging to the National
Garden Scheme.
Alex had been busy since
Easter, preparing her garden
for this event. The lawns
had been neatly trimmed,
gravel paths renewed and
wild garlic tamed. There is
nothing ‘Wild’ about her
garden, it is an oasis of peace
and tranquillity Around the
house, pink and white roses
cascade over shrubs and, vie
with honeysuckle, sending
out
their
recognisable
perfume. In shady corners
pink and white geraniums
compliment the climbing
purple clematis. White
doves nestle on the roof and
join in the bird song from
the wood.
Under a canopy of
stately trees, we follow the
meandering paths, which
climb the slope beyond the
lawn. Statues shyly peep out
from undergrowth– a small
rabbit, a sitting Buddha, a
semi-clad damsel – as you
journey towards a clearing
and a shady seat. Here is a
chance to sit and soak up the
peace and try to identify the
bird song – the melancholy
song of the Robin; the
Chiffchaff, repeating his
name again and again and
the small Wren trilling his
large concerto. We can watch
the busy insects, butterflies
chasing each other across
the glade; insects perform
a hovering dance in the
sunlight, which lights up
the enamelled petals of the
buttercups. Days like this
should last forever, but there
was ‘Half Acre’ to visit so
we have to journey on to

Mount Pleasant.
The statuary in Carol
Vincent’s ‘Half Acre’ is not
as shy as ‘Wild Wood’s. They
stand proud and watchful
– a green person holding a
green cat; a ballerina, leg
upraised; a group of silent
musicians; a near life-size
family group and, viewing a
mermaid, 12 men (are they
good and true?). Looking
down at borders of crimson
roses; butter coloured Welsh
poppies; green hart’s tongue;
vibrant blue campanulas
and bee-visited foxgloves,
you could forget to look up
and - see the sea! It is not
every property in Boscastle
which is blessed with a ‘sea
view’ as well as a beautiful
garden, but ‘Half Acre’ has
the lot!
Meandering paths lead
us around the garden, where
wild flowers are companions
to bedding plants and exotic
shrubs. Eventually we come
to the two water features,
which Carol has designed
and built. Flowing gently
from a sphere, the water
trickles into a circular pond
where waxy pink lilies open
their buds to the sunlight.
In the other pond goldfish
swim lethargically in the
cool water. In front of the
workroom we can purchase
plants or, entering the
workshop, a welcome cup of
tea and cake before viewing
the art work of Carol’s
students.
Amongst the Sunday
visitors to the gardens was
Bishop Chris, who was
visiting Boscastle that day.
No doubt he helped to swell
the funds of £398.92, which
will be distributed amongst
assorted charities, two of
which are Macmillan and
Marie Curie Hospice.
GQ.

Congratulations to Julie
Stokes (formerly Muffett)
& Daniel Stokes on their
wedding on April 5th at St
Teath Church.
Many of you will know
Julie as the daughter of
Ron & Sharon, landlord
& landlady of THE
NAPOLEON INN.
It was a glorious, happy
and emotional day. The
bride was BEAUTIFUL
as ever, as were her

bridesmaids, Harley Creer,
Natalie Pickard and Sadie
Lowen.
Dan and Julie’s day was
so special and I would like
to thank them and Ron &
Sharon for allowing us to
be part of it.
A day to remember for
ever!
Wishing them both a
long and very happy future
together with love xx
BD

Napoleon Inn
Boscastle
Tel; 01840 250204
www.napoleoninn.co.uk
facebook search: nap natterings

A delightful 16th century pub full of character
Lunch & evening meals served daily in our bar or restaurant
or in our garden or beer terrace All food prepared on the premises by our team of talented chefs, using local produce wherever
possible. Booking is advisable

Lunches served 12-2pm
Evening meals served from 6.30pm
ALL THE DISHES ON OUR MENU ARE
AVAILABLE TO TAKEAWAY
LIVE MUSIC Every Friday Night
BOSCASTLE BUOYS every Tuesday night
Regular OPEN MIC NIGHTS
THE ONLY PUB IN BOSCASTLE
WITH SKY SPORT & BT SPORT
For more details on events please see our web site.
Boscastle Blowhole Summer 2014
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The Nap’s Pub Outing

pictured are Tamsin Boyde, Bob Harvey, Karen Perry, Emma
Goreham & Sadie Dawe waiting to go into the gin distillery.
It was another fab day out some even deviated from
for staff and customers of the traditional drink and
the Napoleon Inn when headed for a lovely little tea
they headed off to Plymouth shop for some delicious tea
in May. After a tasty and cake…you know who
breakfast at the pub they all you are!!
boarded the coach and off
For those reading this
they went! With a couple and wishing they had been
of stops on the journey for able to enjoy the fun, don’t
the odd drink they arrived worry, there is another
at the Barbican where some trip being organised for
went off on a harbour boast Saturday 1st November
trip and some went to the to go to the amazing
Plymouth Gin Distillery for Bridgwater Carnival, if you
a tour. Both groups seemed are interested please call in
to really enjoy their choices. and add your name to the
Then there was plenty of list in the pub, everyone
time to enjoy the pubs welcome.
BD
along the barbican and

JAPANESE KNOTWEED
Japanese Knotweed has
been present for some
time in Boscastle. It is a
highly invasive foreign
invader which, if not
controlled, can overwhelm
native plants, block water
courses and infiltrate the
structure of buildings. The
responsibility for control
of Japanese Knotweed lies
with the householder or
occupier of the land.
Japanese Knotweed has
been found in the Jordan
valley, on land below Old
Road, the Butts River and
on the Stitches. At present
the Environment Agency
carries out regular spraying
in and near watercourses,
but if spotted elsewhere the
Council should be informed
and steps taken to remove it.
Treatment is best carried
out by regular annual
spraying of leaves with
an approved herbicide
that penetrates the plant
down to the root system.
Simply treating it as an
ordinary weed by cutting
or composting possibly
encourages growth and
spread via underground
rhizomes. A single fragment
of plant less than a penny

piece in diameter (0.7cm)
can root a metre downwards
and 7m sideways from the
parent.
Uprooted
Knotweed
should be burned, not
dumped or added to
compost. It is an offence to
take it to a local unlicensed
dump or otherwise dispose
of it. If adding topsoil to
your garden from elsewhere
it should be checked for
infestation.
For amateur gardeners
the best and most effective
treatment is by thorough
application of Glyphosatebased herbicides such as
Roundup Ultra 3000, over
a period of three years. The
best time to treat the plant
is in the autumn when the
plant is most identifiable,
and in dry conditions.
Spraying is only permitted
on your own land and may
not be suitable in certain
circumstances.Those seeking
help identifying the plant,
professional services and
full information should
contact Cornwall Council
via their website www.
cornwallknotweed.org.uk,
by email invasive@cornwall.
gov.uk or telephone 018722
222000

Boscastle’s famous

museum
of
witchcraft

Open Daily April - Halloween 01840 250111
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Boscastle Craft Circle
Boscastle Craft Circle is
a small informal group
meeting regularly to enjoy
the company of likeminded people. We sew,
knit, crochet, embroider
and
quilt
amongst
other crafts, sharing our
enthusiasm and expertise.
We
have
occasional
tutors, workshops and
visits to craft exhibitions.
Inspiration is never lacking,
work is always in progress
though time is sometimes
short. Since we formed in
2006 we have raised over
£2700 for charities.
Photographed is the
quilt made for a raffle for
our recent exhibition in
aid of Emmaus Cornwall,
a charity helping the
homeless in Cornwall.
Thanks to the generosity of
our members, and visitors
to the exhibition, we can
now add another £1132.33
to the total we have raised
for good causes. Our last

charity quilt was won by
Mrs June Mayers and
stayed in Boscastle but this
time our prize winners lived
in Callington, St Austell,
Hampshire and Otterham.
As well as the first prize
quilt, a wall-hanging fabric
landscape was donated by
Craft Circle member Sally
Searle and other prizes by
Cowslip Workshops.
Pictured are members
Edith Gomoll, Jenny
Brown, Ruth Parsons,
Mary Shepherd, Marion
Richards, Roz Fentem, Pat
Stanton-Nadin,
Pauline
Sandercock, Roberta Jones,
Angela Pethick, Jennie
Coles and Sue Stickney,
not pictured are Teresa
Wilson, Sally Searle, Celia
Lloyd and June Smyth.
New members are always
welcome or come for coffee
and see what we do! For
more information please
contact Jennie on 212336
or at colesfarm@hotmail.
com

Swiss skin care for
Men and Women

Styling irons

GHM
Building Maintenance
Insurance Fire & Flood Damage
Kitchens, Bathrooms
Interior & Exterior Decorating
Refurbishments
Free Estimates
Phone 01840230380
Mobile 07970275330

copyright photo courtesy David Flower

Tintagel Orpheus Male Voice Choir
JULY 24th: Summer Concert, Tintagel Social Hall, 8pm.

AUGUST
5th: Summer Concert, Tintagel Social Hall, 8pm.
17th:: Boscastle Harbour, 3pm.
21st: Summer Concert, Tintagel Social Hall, 8pm.
31st: Evening Concert, Maxworthy Methodist Chapel.
SEPTEMBER
4th: Last Summer Concert, Tintagel Social Hall, 8pm.
22th: Cabaret Evening - Details to be confirmed

Boscastle Blowhole Summer 2014
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Eric William Nicholls
5 November 1923 – 15 March 2014

Eric Nicholls’ life began
on 5th November 1923
at ‘Cellars’, a property
above the old fish cellars in
Penally, Boscastle. When
Eric was about 4 years old
the Nicholls family (father
William, mother Mary
Ann, sister Ruby and Eric)
moved to 3 Jordan Vale
in Old Road, a quieter
location, away from the
bustle of harbour life. It
was here that Eric’s lifelong relationship with
Methodism began, since
his Sunday afternoons were
spent at the Methodist
Church attending Sunday
school and Band of Hope
meetings. The benefits
of belonging to these
groups were appreciated
by the children for,
having learnt and recited
poems, they would be
rewarded with a ‘free tea’
at the May Sunday school
Anniversary. The reward
for regular Sunday school
attendance was a book and
there was the excitement

of Sunday school outings,
when children visited
Perranporth,
Newquay,
Looe, Polperro or St Ives.
For many, this would be
the first time they had
left the village and Eric
remembered those trips as
‘happy days’.
Like
other
village
children, Eric attended
Boscastle school, where
headmaster ‘Boss’ Elford
taught
all
subjects.
Certain other teachers
are remembered as being
‘very strict (with) the strap
in constant use during
the week’. Not put off by
this, or the distance some
children had to walk to
school, Eric claimed that
they all ‘enjoyed coming
to school’. His school days
ended around the age of
15 years. His father was a
carpenter and wanted Eric
to follow in his footsteps.
Unable to start his
carpenter’s apprenticeship
until October 1939 Eric
was employed as an odd
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job man at Camelford
Station, helping passengers
with their luggage – an
appreciated source of ‘tips’.
When the time came Eric
took up his apprenticeship
at
Charles
Grose’s
carpenter’s workshop in
Tintagel. His wage in the
early days was two shillings
and sixpence (12 ½p) per
week, rising to five shillings
the following year.
After the outbreak
of WWII Eric joined
the Home Guard carpenters being classified
as a reserved occupation.
However, August 1942
saw him boarding a train
for Colchester to begin
training for the 383 Battery
of the 86th Honourable
Artillery Company, City of
London Regiment, HAA,
Royal Artillery. On 5th
June 1944 the regiment
set sail for Courseulles in
Normandy. For a man
who had never travelled
outside Cornwall before
1942 this was the start

of an incredible journey
around war-torn Europe –
France, Holland, Belgium,
and Germany - with all the
harrowing scenes of war
and its after effects.
Eric was demobbed in
March 1947 and took up
his old carpentry job in
June of that year. It was
thanks to Eric’s employer
that he later met his future
wife, Joan Boney from
Treven. The couple were
introduced to each other
when she accompanied
Mr J. Grose and his wife
to the Methodist Chapel.
On 22nd January 1953 at
Tintagel Methodist Chapel
Joan and Eric were married
and, travelling by train
from Camelford station,
spent their honeymoon in
London. On return they
moved into ‘Wilmar’, the
home in Boscastle that Eric
had helped build and where
Joan and he spent all their
married life. Their son,
Stephen, was born there
on 21st February 1955, also
their daughter, Cynthia, on
24th February 1958.
There was not much
that Eric couldn’t turn his
hand to, as the various
jobs confirm - carpenter;
coastguard;
decorator;
relief postman. He was a
keen gardener (although
a field of potatoes and 60
pigs is hardly the idea of
a ‘gardener’ these days)
and often you would see
vegetables and flowers on
sale outside his garden
gate. Eric was also
interested in photography
and gave slide shows at
the Methodist Chapel
and the Village Hall. He
also had a literary talent
for (assisted by Philippa

Arthan) he wrote a booklet
about his life entitled ‘A
Life in Boscastle’. In it he
describes as a child pushing
a small barrow around the
village to sell ‘green stuff’;
children bringing their
dinner to school (no school
dinners then); getting a
‘tow’ from the bus to get
up Trethevy Hill on the
homeward journey from
Tintagel (no Health &
Safety then!); a harrowing
scene of Canadian soldiers
lying dead on Normandy
beaches and freed prisoners
of war in striped trousers
and jackets; ‘wrecking’ in
Pentargon to find valuable
timber and digging up
potatoes with Amos Philp’s
‘hoss’ Topsy. Not only has
he left a valuable pictorial
record of life in those days
but he has left a literary
photograph for future
generations – a legacy
of social history for the
village.
Joan and her family
wish to thank all those who
attended Eric’s funeral and
generously gave donations,
which will go to Boscastle
Surgery and Lowen Ward,
Treliske.

Breakfast Church
Every third Sunday in the
month a church meeting
takes place in Boscastle
village hall under the
heading of ‘Breakfast
Church’. This informal act
of worship is ‘church’ but
not perhaps as you might
know it. For instance
we have a light breakfast
together, and yes it does
include coffee and bacon
rolls too, and the hour long
service follows a different
biblical theme each month
and does involve bible
readings and prayers and
plenty of interaction from
those present. Youngsters
have their own table and
leader but all age groups
are catered for.
At
our
monthly
th
meeting on 15 June we
were delighted to be able
to welcome Bishop Chris,
the Suffragen Bishop of St.
Germans along with our
Priest Father Robert. For
the uninitiated and those
who like to ‘get it right’
a Suffragen Bishop is an
assistant Bishop and in this
instance the correct styling
is The Right Reverend
Christopher Goldsmith,
Suffragen Bishop of St
Germans and as such he
works very closely with
Bishop Tim the Lord
Bishop of Truro.
The theme for the
occasion was Pentecost
(known by some of us as
Whitsun) and you might
or might not know that
Pentecost celebrates the
Holy Spirit entering into
the apostles in the form of
tongues of fire. The purpose
of our meeting was to try
to understand through the

Rt. Revd. Christopher Goldsmith
eyes of ordinary people ever being at a Sunday
what happened that day morning service whilst
in Jerusalem by using the eating a bacon roll”. A
bible text (you might like first for Boscastle!
to look it up in your bible,
If you are interested
The Acts of the Apostles in coming along to see
- chapter two will give what we are getting up
you the whole story) and to and if you think you
our own take on what might like café style
we thought might be church worship do feel
happening. I am delighted free to come along to say that both Bishop third Sunday, Boscastle
and Priest along with Village Hall at 9.30a.m.
all present entered into You will be made very
the spirit of the occasion welcome and if you
with some interesting role would like some more
play and some interesting information give me a
outcomes.
call on 01566 880085
Quote of the morning or
goes to Bishop Chris, an email: lamond.d @sky.
exceedingly approachable com
David Lamond man, “I cannot remember
Local Worship Leader

Remember These Men:
The War Dead of Tintagel, Boscastle &
St. Gennys - 1914-1919.
215 page A5 paperback book,
first published in 2012.
79 men from three parishes.

£12 per copy, plus postage
Details from the author, Nick Thornicroft
by phone on 07769556206
email: nickthornicroft@me.com
Boscastle Blowhole Summer 2014
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The Birds of Boscastle
The most dramatic bird on
our coast is the peregrine
falcon. As the nests consist
of nothing more than a
scrape on a cliff ledge they
can be rather difficult to
find. Though we suspect
there may be as many
as three peregrine pairs
nesting on our stretch of
coastline (Boscastle to
Morwenstow), the only
nesting site we were certain
of was on the south facing
cliff at Pentargon. Three
young were hatched of
which, it appears, two
were successfully fledged.
At time of writing, the
young birds have taken to
hanging out on the west
facing cliff nearest to the
Farm Cafe where they
can be easily viewed with
binoculars. They are most
easily separated from the
adult birds by the lack of
yellow on the bills.
Another
notable
breeding bird on the north
Cornwall cliffs is the raven.
Larger and heavier billed
than crows they are best
distinguished from their
smaller relatives by their
deep, guttural pruk, pruk
call as opposed to the crows’
craw, craw call. Their large
nests are constructed of
rather heavy twigs and are
fairly easy to find though
they can easily be confused
with crows’ nests which
look similar but are smaller
and constructed from
lighter twigs. Excellent
views of a raven’s nest
could be had this year at
Grower Cut just south of
Willapark which contained

five young. The last time
we viewed it, three young
could still be seen in the
nest while one had fledged
to a nearby ledge.
Aside from birds, we
have been keeping an
eye on the butterflies,
particularly in the Valency
Valley where we carry out
a weekly butterfly transect.
It was disappointing to
see no pearl-bordered
fritillaries on our transects
this year though a National
Trust expert who visited
the site identified a field
further up the valley where
he feels they may still be
breeding. However, we
were delighted to see small
pearl-bordered fritillaries.
These are best separated
from their slighter larger
relatives by their rear
underwing pattern. They
were seen both in the
meadow area just after the
car park gate and in the
larger meadow beyond the
stepping stones.
Himalayan Balsam
Removal in the
Valency Valley
Last year a dedicated team
of conservation volunteers
made huge inroads into
depleting the amount
of Himalayan balsam in
the Valency Valley and
surrounding
catchment
area. This year our team has
reassembled and have been
working hard in the valley
in an effort to get one step
closer to eradicating it from
the area completely.
Himalayan balsam is
an invasive, non-native
plant introduced to the
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UK in 1839 to be grown
in Victorian gardens.
Since then it has escaped
and grows naturally in
the wild. Balsam is well
adapted to grow in our
climate, does well in low
light conditions, shades
out other plants and can
clog up our river systems
and countryside. The most
effective way to get rid of
balsam is by uprooting
it before the plants go to
seed, which is where our
team of volunteers come
in! It would be great to
get as many hands on
deck as we possibly can
to really make an impact
on the balsam, so if you
want to come and help,
see dates below or contact
me at the following email
address:
katie.hatton@
nationaltrust.org.uk

Conservation
Volunteer Group
dates:
Balsam bashing,
Valency Valley
July: Sunday 20th, Tuesday
22nd and Tuesday 29th.
10am-3pm. Wellies and
long sleeves essential

Meadow
management, Valency
Valley.
Sunday 17 August

Join us to improve
diversity of plants in
Valency Valley. We will be
raking up hay from the
meadows. Balsam pull
afterwards if we have
time.

Meadow management
Valency Valley.
Sunday 21 September
10am-4pm
We will be finishing off hay
raking in Valency Valley
and spreading the yellow
rattle seed we collected
earlier in the year. Balsam
pull afterwards if we have
time.

Please bring clothes
that can get muddy, stout
footwear and food and
drink.
For all events we will
be meeting in the overflow
car park in Boscastle (GR:
SX100 913).
Everyone is welcome
and all tools and tuition are
provided. If events change
or are cancelled due to
weather, we will endeavour
to let everyone know.
However, feel free to get in
touch before hand.
Best wishes,
Boscastle to Morwenstow
Ranger team
01288 331372

10am-4pm

LOWER MEADOWS HOUSE

Bed and Breakfast in the Heart of Boscastle
A Family run B&B offering
quality, comfort and a relaxed
informal atmosphere
Paul and Jackie Stedman
Lower Meadows House
Boscastle
01840 250570

www.lowermeadows.co.uk
Facebook Lower Meadows House

Garden Tips from
Cedarcroft
The jobs: Check clematis
for signs of clematis wilt.
Place conservatory plants
outside now that it is
warm. Deadhead bedding
plants and repeat-flowering
perennials,
to
ensure
continuous flowering. Pick
courgettes before they
become marrows. Treat
apple scab.
Clear algae, blanket
weeds and debris from
ponds, and keep them
topped up.
Give the lawn a quickacting
summer
feed,
especially if a spring feed
was not done.
Creative activity Edible
Flowers
Edible
flowers
add
colour, flavour and texture
to savoury and sweet dishes,
as well as cordials, oils and
butters. A wide range of
annuals and perennial edible
flowers can be used
Alpine pinks: a clovelike flavour ideal for adding
to cakes as flavoured sugar,
oils and vinegars
Bergamot: a strong
spicy scent, makes good tea
and compliments bacon,
poultry, rice and pasta
Chrysanthemum: petals
flavour and colour cream
soups, fish chowder and egg
dishes in the same way as
calendula
Elderflower (Sambucus
nigra): used to make wine
and cordials, or place in a
muslin bag to flavour tarts
and jellies but removed
before serving. Elderflowers
can be dipped in batter and
deep fried
Lavender:
flavoured
sugar, honey or vinegar
can be used to in cakes
and biscuits while sprigs

compliment roast pork,
lamb and chicken
Nasturtium: brightlycoloured, peppery flowers
are good in salads and pasta
dishes. The whole flower,
leaves, and buds can be used
or just the petals for a milder
flavour
Pot marigold, Calendula
officinalis: intense colour
and a peppery taste useful in
soups, stews and puddings.
Petals can be dried or pickled
in vinegar or added to oil or
butter
Rose: all roses are edible
with the more fragrant roses
being the best. Petals can be
crystallized, used to flavour
drinks, sugar and even icing
for summer cakes
Scented
geraniums:
flowers are milder than
leaves and can be crystallized
or frozen in ice cubes for
summer cordials
Old time garden titbits
Unusual things to help
plants grow: Banana skins –
Roses love it if you dig in old
banana skins just beneath
the surface of the soil around
the roots. The skins contain a
load of goodies-phosphates,
calcium,
sulphur
and
magnesium-which
many
soils are deficient. LardIf you are putting in new
roses bury a good wedge of
cooking lard beneath the
roots. They say that the roses
will show their appreciation
when they bloom. BeerMost vegetables appreciate
a drop now and again, but
it is brassicas that like a
drop the most. Cabbages
like to have a regular drink
about once a week. It is an
excellent food for flowers as
well, especially the tall ones
such as delphiniums and
hollyhocks.
Penny and Sarah,
Cedarcroft Plants, St
Tudy.

Wella Book
Keeping Solutions
 For all bookkeeping requirements
 Sole trader; Partnership & Ltd Co accounts
 Year end accounts
 VAT returns & filing
 Self assessment tax returns & filing
 PAYE and payroll
 New business start up assistance

Tel: 01840 705004 for more information
Or email: keeper@wellabooks.co.uk

Qualified, experienced bookkeeper (Manual and computerised systems)
Insured and industry regulated.
Fully compliant with legal requirements to be registered under the Money Laundering
Regulations 2007

Christopher Key
Solicitor

Trebiffen, Boscastle, PL35 0BN
Tel: 01840 250200 Fax: 01840 250900
Established 1997
serving the local community
conveyancing & wills
probate, general litigation, etc
Member Law Society Personal Injury Panel
Agricultural Specialist ~ Harbourmaster
Boscastle Blowhole Summer 2014
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Minster Church Update
It’s now a full 12
months since an article
was
published
here
highlighting the plight of
Minster church. It occupies
a special place in the hearts
and minds of many, who
see Minster from a wide
spectrum of beliefs and
perspectives. The article
challenged the community
–“What, if anything, is
each of us individually
prepared to do in order to
ensure that Minster can go
forward into the future?”
Following two public
meetings the community
rallied together and two
new groups emerged.
The first, to help with
the regular cleaning and
maintenance of the interior
of the church. This,
combined with the work
of the existing Minster
Muckers, means that both
the interior of the church
and
the
surrounding
environment is loved and
cared for. Significantly,
this is done by both
church-goers and the wider
community. Thanks to
each of you!
The other group to come
out of last year’s discussions
is called the Minster
Community
Fellowship

(MCF). The Fellowship,
although independent of
the Church, will work
closely with the PCC,
offering both financial
support and other resources
to both maintain Minster
and forge closer links with
the community. We have
agreed with the PCC that
the MCF will aim to raise
half of the annual running
costs of Minster to help
maintain the building as
‘open’ to the public. Any
funds beyond this will be
held for larger projects.
Fund-raising
started
in earnest in January with
a sell-out concert at the
Boscastle Farm Shop,
featuring the Boscastle
Buoys .In June, this was
followed by another sellout, featuring local bands
Shellin’ Snails and Fluid
Druid, accompanied by an
extremely tasty hog-roast.
We’ve also had support
from the Napoleon Inn,
who kindly hosted a
benefit quiz night and
from Julie Potter, who
organises the regular craft
fairs at the Community
Centre to name a few. So
far, over £2000 has been
raised, which already
exceeds our initial target

of half this year’s running
costs – and we have more
events lined up for the
rest of the year. The next
big one is a concert at
Minster on the 16th August
– the 10th anniversary of
the flood – which will
run alongside the flower
festival ‘All things bright
and Beautiful’ organised by
the PCC.
Please help us to
help Minster! Financial
help is always important
and greatly appreciated,
but, it isn’t always about
donating money, but
rather time, resources or
simply interacting again
with Minster so it doesn’t
become a memory of the
past. This is an opportunity
for anyone to contribute in
some way, small or large,
to preserve, protect and
maintain for longevity.
Minster will be used
more regularly for services;
Rev Thewsey committed
to holding at least six
services a year for the time
being and we hope to see
it used more for those big
‘life’ events. So far, there
has been a Christmas
and Easter service, plus a
baptism and internment.

In addition, we are hoping
to engage the community
as a whole; we are looking
for ideas and people to
help promote it. We
hope that the site will be
used as a focus for wider
activities and hopefully we
can work with the school,
Scouts, Guiders and any
other groups wishing to
help nurture a bond for
generations to come.
We encourage local
hotels, b&b’s, holiday
homes and businesses
to come onboard by
‘liking’ our Facebook
page or linking to the
new fellowship website
in order to promote all
manner of events for locals
and tourists alike, thus
widening our audience.
If you can help in any
way, or have an idea for
activities at Minster, please
contact Juliette Bridge on
07968227816 or Malcolm
Baker on 250482.
‘Like’ us on Facebook Minster Church, Boscastle
Follow us on Twitter
@Minsterch
or go to the website to
keep up to date with
events! See bottom
of next page for web
address.

JB & MB

Uncle Paul’s Emporium
Incorporating Boscastle Rocks
Rocks, Crystals & Gemstones
unclepaulsemporium@outlook.com

Facebook: Uncle Paul’s Emporium
Twitter: @Boscastle Rocks
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Grass Cutting, Hedge Trimming & General
Grounds Maintenance.
01840 250400
Paul Tamplin

Tel/ Txt: 07733 937486
Teri Roberts
Email: trim-n-edge@tiscali.co.uk

Rock at the Shop!
A wonderful night was
had by all at Boscastle
Farm Shop on Wednesday
4th June. It was Minster
Community fellowship’s
second fundraiser and
the public support for
this ‘rocking’ event was
marvellous! Initially the
evening loomed with
heavy, grey clouds, but as
luck would have it the skies
cleared up and people spilt
outside to enjoy the music
and the sea views. With
two bands lined up for
the night’s entertainment,
it was sure to be a lively
night!
First up were Fluid
Druid, they in to a 60’s set
of lively, update tunes that
got the audience hooked
from the start. It was
fantastic to see such a great
mix of people, enjoying

themselves! In between
bands was the tasty hog
roast, followed by the
raffle! For the second half,
Shellin’ Snails picked up
the pace and got everyone
back on their feet and
moving around.
Thank you to everyone
who came and supported
the event. Thanks to both
bands for playing and
making it a memorable
night enjoyed by all. A
big thank you to the farm
shop for all their hard work
and generous support for
the cause. Money raised,
when combined with the
previous event will cover
half of the funds required
to cover basic running costs
at Minster for one year.
The church will provide
the other £1500.

Shellin’ Snails

The

Arthur W. Bryant
Funeral Service

· PROFESSIONAL, CARING AND
PERSONAL ATTENTION
24 HOURS A DAY

· PRE-PAID FUNERAL PLANS
AVAILABLE

19 MARKET PLACE
CAMELFORD
CORNWALL
PL32 9PD

01840 214891

Tel:
Mobile: 07787 576345

Kernow Properties in Camelford market properties both
for rental and sale in the Boscastle area. With our local
knowledge and all the latest internet sales connections we
are your best bet for getting your property viewed by both
local and national buyers and prospective tenants.
We give personal service and are available at any time
during working hours to visit you and give help and
information free of charge.
Contact Mark, Jane, Angie or Irene on 01840 212938
e-mail camelford@kernowproperties.co.uk

HEDLEY VENNING
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Your local tradesman with 30 years experience
-----------------• New Builds • Renovations
• Roofing • Plastering
• Stonework • Drain Clearance
-----------------Tel: 01840 250113
Mobile: 0797 4581836
photo Audley Jarvis

Minster Church 10th Anniversary of the Boscastle Flood
Summer Concert
featuring the Boscastle Buoys, Mike Silver,
John Maughan and Ben Nicholls.
Saturday 16th August 7pm
Doors open: 6.15pm
Tickets £5 from Bottreaux Garage, Boscastle Farm
Shop, on 01840 250466,
or info@minstercommunityfellowship.co.uk
Refreshments & Nibbles will be available
Brought to you by Minster Community Fellowship
(MCF) all proceeds to Minster Church

www.minstercommunityfellowship.co.uk

THE
HARBOUR
LIGHT
Come and see our exciting new season’s
men’s, women’s and children’s clothing
We are approved stockists of famous brand names
including JOULES, DEAL, LAZY JACKS, WEIRD FISH
Our new Italian range of “Solo” just has to be seen!

Come and Browse, we’d be delighted to see you

tel: 01840 250374
Boscastle Blowhole Summer 2014
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Dear Friends

Thank you, thank you,
thank you. What else can I
say apart from Thank you.
It is really, really great
the work that is now going
on at Minster, and to see all
the help that local people
are willing to give to ensure
the survival of this very
special place. Without this
help we would be really
struggling. But, and this is
a BIG BUT, the help must
continue, and other people
in the area who are wanting
Minster to remain open
and vibrant must also help
out and not leave it to the
newly formed help group –
we still need new members
in these groups, we need
new ideas, and also new
people to join the Friends
of Forrabury and Minster,
and also the 100 club.
When we had the
open meeting to look
at the future of Minster
church over 70 people
came to each meeting, and
virtually everybody said
that they would help. Not
just financially but also
cleaning, gardening etc.
Money, though, is still
a major problem for the
church, and as I said at the
open meeting if everybody
in the local area joined the
100 club, or the Friends
group then all our financial
problems would be solved.

I have been told by a
number of people that they
still do want to join, and
that the forms are in the
kitchen/dining room etc,
and that they will get round
to it soon. Well ‘soon’ has
now come round! We really
do need as many people as
possible to join now.
It has also been fantastic
to see the grounds being
transformed
by
the
‘Minster Muckers’ who
this year have said that they
will try to fully maintain
the grounds without the
church having to pay for
grass cutting. This is a very,
very generous offer, and
the first cut of the grass has
already taken place and the
grounds look fantastic. So
thank you to the Minster
Muckers for all their work.
The PCC has not been
idle either, they have been
badgering the Council to
sort out the drainage of
the road and maintenance
of the councils footpath
through the grounds of the
church. This has resulted in
piping being given to the
church from the council
so that a drain can be
diverted, and the Minster
Muckers have volunteered
to undertake this task.
The council have also said
that they will created a
new drain from the road,
blocking up an old one
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which seems to have been
designed especially to
pour water straight at the
church itself. This new
work will hopefully make
a tremendous difference,
and greatly reduce the risk
of future flooding into
the church. (The building
does get flood water inside
about two or three times a
year at the moment.)
Bishop Chris came to
look around the group of
churches that I look after
the other day. He looked
around the local schools
and whilst he was here I
took him down to Minster
to see the work that has
been undertaken there. He
was incredibly impressed
with
the
enthusiasm
of the volunteers, and
wanted me to pass on his
thanks and praise to the
volunteers and the PCC
for all their incredibly hard
work. He also said that
the collaboration that is
happening at Minster is a
real inspiration to other
churches to follow.
Can I also ask you to
have a think about what
services you wish to have
at Minster? Many people
are saying that perhaps
we should just use it as a
Summer church, as it is
soooooo cold in the Winter
months. But I would really
like to hear your views.

What services would you
come to? What events
would you like to see being
put on at Minster? How do
you see Minster being used
in the future?
Minster is only a church
if it is used, so please do
help us to use it, and love
and cherish it for future
generations to love and
cherish as well.
Yours in Christ
Robert

A Methodist
Ministers View
Almost daily in our
newspapers we read the
results of a public opinion
or research project and
occasionally some results
cause us to think or share
the information with
someone else.
Some
research undertaken by
the Bible Society caused
me to ponder. It stated
that 1 in 4 children in the
U.K. had never heard the
Christmas Story, and 3 in
5 did not know the story of
the Good Samaritan. This
may not be the case in our
North Cornwall locality,
but it should cause us to be
concerned.

Consciously
or
unconsciously we are
all influenced by the
values which have been
transmitted
into
our
culture
through
the

Christian movement in the
world. Our values affect
our behaviour, how we
understand the world, the
choices we make and how
we treat people. When we
start thinking about the
profound influence of the
Bible’s teaching on our lives
it raises the question as to
whether we value the Bible
as much as we should.
One of the ways in
which our local children are
hearing the Bible Stories is
through the involvement of
members of local Churches
presenting
dramatised
versions of the great stories
in school assemblies on a
regular basis in the ‘Open
the Book’ initiative. The
‘Open the Book’ scheme
is a nationwide scheme
designed to fit with a
school’s curriculum, and
now operates in some
1600 schools nationwide,
and more schools are
becoming involved. The
scheme has grown from
small
beginnings
in
Gloucestershire in 2001,
to include our local schools
including Boscastle.
The Bible Stories are
a significant part of the
foundations of our culture
and need to be thought
about by all of us. Another
way of sharing these stories

with children is to download
them from the ‘i tunes’
store or ‘biblesociety.org.uk/
passiton’ to read as Bedtime
stories.
‘Passing on’ the stories
and pondering them is
important for all of us.
Every blessing,
Bryan Ede

Camelford Spiritualist
Church
Did you know there is
a Spiritualist Church in
Camelford? We are located
in Camelford Hall, Clease
Meadows and hold services
every Sunday at 6.30 pm.
We have a visiting medium
every week and our services
are light and friendly,
afterwards we have tea/
coffee and a chat if you wish
to stay. Everyone is welcome.
Mediums for June to Sept

July 20 Tracy McQuaid
July 27 Karen Snelson
Aug 3 Alan & Jayne Bicker
Aug 10 John Packer
Aug 17 Janet Furse
Aug 24 Pam Bowers
Aug 31 Celia Estelle
Sept 7 Gloria Norman
Sept 14 Gerry & Shirley
Camborne-Paynter
Sept 21 Myra & Susan
Bowman
Find us on Facebook
for upcoming events

Sails Café & Terrace
6 Bridge Walk, Boscastle

Good Quality, Locally Sourced

Homecooked Food
at

Affordable Prices
DINE IN OR TAKE AWAY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Bookings Welcome

01840 250501
Ruth and Alan Watson welcome you to:

ST CHRISTOPHER’S
HOTEL
High Street,
Boscastle, PL35 0BD

City & Guilds Qualified
Internal & External
Property Maintenance

01840 212258
07967582011

osbornedec@aol.co.uk

Free, Written, No Obligation Quotations

Situated in the old,
upper part of this
beautiful harbour village,
with its spectacular
Tel: 01840 250412
coast and countryside
● 9 ensuite Rooms
● Bed and Breakfast
● Coffee & Tea making facilities in every room

email: stchristophers@hotmail.com
Boscastle Blowhole Summer 2014
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Harbourmaster’s News

Well as I write this article
summer has arrived with
warm sunny days and
flat seas in stark contrast
to the winter and spring
months. Boats were slow
to get going in the harbour
this year and although I
got Rene in the water on
the 2nd April it was some
time before any of the
other small boats arrived.
Regrettably I paid quite a
heavy price in mid - May
when I lost half my fleet of
lobster pots to a bad gale.
However, I have to regard
this as an occupational
hazard
for
fishermen
potting close to the shore
but it does emphasise to me
that the true cost of every
lobster caught and sold
particularly when I look at
the annual accounts.
We had an unfortunate
collision between two
moving boats in the
harbour channel in May
involving Scott Washer and
Michael Parsons which has
prompted me to remind all
harbour users that there is a

set of regulations aimed at
preventing collisions at sea
known as the “Colregs ” or
the International Rules for
Preventing Collisions at
Sea. At the risk of sounding
more like a solicitor than
harbourmaster I will say a
little bit about these here.
The rules are quite lengthy
and all harbour users
including seamen sailors
and oarsmen need to know
the difference between the
give way boat being the
boat required to keep clear
and the stand on boat
which is the boat which
in normal circumstances
should expect to hold
course. No vessel has a
right of way and although
the rules dictate in every
case which boat should
give way rule two (Rule 2)
is a general provision and
requires the stand on boat
to avoid danger and deal
with any special situation
in a seaman like way.
Perhaps a simple and good
starting point for Boscastle
users is reference to the

Adrian & Staff welcome you to the

Cobweb Inn
BOSCASTLE, CORNWALL

FREE HOUSE  REAL ALES  BAR SNACKS 
 FAMILY ROOM  RESTAURANT  SUNDAY CARVERY 
Lunch 12.00pm-2.30pm ~ Evening 6.00pm-9.00pm

LIVE MUSIC SATURDAY NIGHTS, TILL MIDNIGHT
19th July Blue Slate

6th Sept: Toilet Monsters

26th July: Cold Feet

13th Sept: Chameleon Sounds

9 Aug: Horseband

27th Sept: Blue Slate

16 Aug: Strange Brood

4th Oct: Horseband

30th Aug: Tank Slappers

11th Oct: Atomic 90s

th

th

Tel: (01840) 250278
www.cobwebinn.co.uk
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Narrow Channels rule
(Rule 9) which provides
all boats should keep to
the right and as close to
the edge of the channel as
possible. Moreover we do
have a speed limit of three
knots which needs to be
observed. Rule 14 deals
with motor boats meeting
head on and says that
both should alter course
to the starboard (right)
and passport port side to
port side. This is logical
and consistent with rule 9.
Anyone regularly using the
harbour really should have
a look at the rules which
are easily accessed on the
internet. Our harbour
entrance is very narrow and
I urge all users to take great
care. The largest fishing
boat here weighs over nine
tons and all the boats can
take a bit of stopping.
Swimmers and kayak users
also need to take great care.
The boat propellers can
be lethal and most have
the added hazard of being
fitted with cutters designed
to slash through floating
rope or net at sea.
On lighter matters
Boscastle Fishing Company
opened a new retail
outlet in the Old Rocket
Store on the harbour last
Easter selling live and

cooked Boscastle caught
crab and lobster. I know
Justin Ruscombe King has
advised on the complex
workings of the saltwater
tanks now in the store
where live shell fish are kept
for easy access on demand
to buyers. Sandwiches are
also available together with
ancillary goods and so I
wish them every success
and would encourage
everybody to use the shop
as it is great to see a new
venture in the village with
a really local connection.
The telephone number at
the shop is 250450. Our
fishery here at Boscastle
has been in decline for
a very long time unlike
those at Port Isaac and
Padstow which have been
going the other way and
expanding over the last
decade or so. Scott Washer
as skipper of Beeny is the
main supplier to the shop.
Andy Walton as skipper
on my boat Rene has also
obtained a formal licence
from Padstow Harbour
Commissioners to take
visitors on sightseeing and
fishing trips and so some
further commercial activity
there. Andy‘s number is
07967787384 and he does
sightseeing and fishing
trips.
Chris Key LLB

Cobweb Inn Charity Raft Race
I would like to say a huge along with its crew!
‘thank you’ to everyone
Apologies if I’ve
who came along to watch forgotten to mention
the race and support us anyone, it was a fantastic
on the day to raise money day. At the final count
for the local branch of we have raised £800.
the RNLI and Boscastle Here’s looking forward
Coastwatch.
to next year’s event,
Thank you to the which will hopefully be
National Trust who gave even bigger and better.
Lyn Washer
their permission to use the
harbour, and to everyone RESULTS:
who helped including 1st place: The Missus Mark Smith, Dan Roots Dan Ward, Dave Wilton
and Chris Bale; to the and Dan and Helen
Cobweb and its hard- Washer
working staff for organising 2nd place: Cobweb Two
the BBQ and post-race – Rob and Phil Headen,
entertainment, and for Rachel Prideaux, Barry
Sobey, Will Laverty and
supplying the trophies
Rianna Aldridge
and for taking care of
3rd place: Cobweb
insurance matters; to Cat’s
One – Nick Rowe,
Eye Morris dancers for Gino Palmier, Steve
their fantastic display, and Richmond and Colin
to the Bencoolan Wreckers McGibbon
who sang so marvellously.
I’d also like to extend
a huge thank you to the
members, partners and
friends who manned the
RNLI (and BBQ) stalls,
Boscastle Coastguard, Lyn
Dunne of First Responders
who all attended on the
day, the divers who stayed
in the harbour throughout
the race, Bowfie, Rick and
friends for the safety boats,
Boscastle
Coastwatch
members for helping on
the day, and Cornish
Stores and Chough Bakery
for donating items for the
BBQ.
Last but not least,
thanks to all of the
competitors who built
their rafts and put in such a
huge effort. We did wonder
if we would ever see our
table again, Andy Leeds,
but thankfully it returned
safely back to the Cobweb

Above: The Missus wins the inaugural Boscastle Raft Race.
Helen Washer, Dave Wilton, Dan Ward, Dan Washer)

Above: Cobweb Two at the
finish. Phil Headon, Will
Laverty, Rob Headon,
Rianna Aldridge, Rachel
Prideaux, Barry Sobey
Left: Cobweb One cross
the line in third place:
Nick Rowe, Steve Richmond, Colin McGibbon,
Gino Palmier
photos Audley Jarvis
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Parish Council News
Dog Fouling
Cornwall Council dog
wardens are thin on the
ground and consequently
have to limit their time
dealing with complaints,
as a result unless there is
a complaint of problems
concerning dogs ie. loose
dogs, dogs in distress,
dog out of control and
significant problems of
dog fouling they will not
visit the area. The Village
is encountering a problem
with dog fouling especially
along the river walk by the
car park. If you witness
a breach of Cornwall
Councils dog fouling order
anywhere please report it
on 01208 893108 with
as much information as
possible so appropriate
action can be taken.

Power Cuts
Western
Power
Distribution
is
the
electricity company for the
South West, The Midlands
and South Wales. They
are not the supplier (who
you pay your electricity
bill to). They operate the
electricity network of poles
and pylons, overhead lines,
underground cables and

substations that provide
power to over 7.8 million
homes and businesses. If
there is a power cut they
are the company to call.
Power cuts happen
from time to time, often
due to circumstances
beyond their control such
as severe weather or third
party damage. Therefore
it’s a good idea to be
prepared. Western Power
Distribution suggest that a
household should consider
keeping in case of a power
cut the following:Analogue Telephone
(digital cordless phones
will not work during a
power cut)
Torch with batteries or
wind up version
Rechargable radio or
wind up version
Powerbank (for charging
essential items like
mobile phones during a
power cut)
Foil Blanket
Reusable handwarmer
Castle Site
The Parish Council has
been steadily making
progress on a transfer from
Cornwall Council of the

SUE WALLIS
DESIGNER DRESSMAKER

(01840) 250434

ALTERATIONS
DRESSMAKING - LADIES
GENTS & CHILDRENS
WEDDINGS & EVENING WEAR
SOFT FURNISHINGS etc ...
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site. It has accomplished
the tasks set out by
Cornwall Council before
a formal transfer can take
place. Hopefully in the
near future the site will
be returned to the Parish
Council who would like
to see the local community
being able to make better
use of the space.
Adrian Prescott,
Clerk to the Council
1 Sea View
Crackington Haven
Cornwall
EX23 0LE
01840 230609
forminpc@gmail.com

County Councillor,
Glenton Brown writes:

Cornwall Council have
just recently been informed
that they will receive a one
off sum of £4 million from
a £168 million national
pot hole repair fund. As a
condition of receiving this
money local authorities are
required to publish progress

reports and updates on the
progression of the work
carried out. I believe this
will give everyone a clear
and informed statement of
how the work is generally
progressing
throughout
the county as this is indeed
a massive workload, and
much of course has already
taken place.
Cornwall Council has
recently been taking the
issue of the library service
a stage further and had
to consider 3 options,
for my part regards the
people in my division who
answered questionnaires
and attended any meetings
I would like to express my
thanks, as indeed 2,600
people throughout the
county did respond and
did show a request of the
retention of the library
service. The council voted
for option 2 which would
withdraw the complete
mobile library service as we
know it today, and therefore
put into operation the 2
or 3 other options which
were discussed during
the consultation period.
I know that in regards
the regular users of the
mobile service this is a
disappointment, however
the whole subject has to
go before the full council

Boscastle Gallery
The Bridge, Boscastle
(01840) 250248
Paintings by local artists
A wide selection of prints & cards plus
an unusual mix of gifts and gadgets.

to be finally debated and
voted upon and I believe this
meeting takes place toward
the end of July.
We have recently moved
on from the European
elections and this continues
to remain a controversial
issue which really affects all
our lives. It is interesting to
know that 2.2 million of our
citizens work in the common
market countries and 2.3
million EU citizens come to
work in our country, the trade
position for us is vital as 50%
or more of our exports go into
the EU. Also as we now live
in an enlarged community, I
believe it’s a great opportunity
for better relationships of one
country with another, and we
can see the need for that as we
take in the picture worldwide
at this present time. We really
do need to look constructively
at the future emphasis and
policy of the EU and the need
to make the running of the
EU much leaner and saving
considerable sums of money.
If I can be of any help please
do not hesitate to contact me
on Tintagel 01840 770302 or
email gbrown@cornwall.gov.
uk

Tilley’s will not consider
adjusting their route so
that the shelter could be
shared by those using one
of the two service buses.
Welcome Signs
The Council will discuss
the engraving on the stone
“Welcome to Boscastle
Signs”
Boscastle Highways
Proposals
Following discussions, the
Council has put forward
proposals for three primary
areas of concern.
1 Penally Hill: Yellow
“No parking” lines to
be enforced all year and
car
park
concessions
be reduced to encourage
vehicles to park off the
road.
2 Doctors Corner: Parking
on the Camelford Road
outside the surgery between
Lundy View and New Road
is often very congested and
several measures have been
suggested in the hope of
reducing the problem.
3 New Road: Parking to be
prohibited throughout the
year with the exception of
parking bays to be provided
for the use of residents only.
Full details are available
on the Council website
under Council News:

Parish Plan

Parish Pump

Is there anyone out
there -who has some
experience in analysis
work who would be
interested in taking
on the task of carrying
out analysis of 242
copies of the Residents'
? Questionnaire? The
Parish Plan Steering
Group
Committee
would like to hear from
anyone willing, by
negotiation honorarium,
to carry out this work.
Please contact Brian
Clark on 01840 250551
for more details.
The Parish Plan
Steering
Group
Committee
would
welcome new members
to join the group.
If you're interested
in parish affairs and
would like to join us
in formulating the
Forrabury & Minster
Parish Plan - give Brian
Clark a ring on 01840
250551 to have a chat
about what's involved
and perhaps come along
to a meeting.

Forrabury Church.
Forrabury & Minster PCC
has asked the Council if
they would contribute
towards the cost of
installing a handrail along
the footpath leading up to
the churchyard gate. Some
elderly members of the
congregation are finding
that the steepness of the
path is a problem.
The PCC also pointed
out that both tracks to
the church are often
blocked by parked vehicles
making it difficult, or even
preventing, the elderly
and infirm from attending
church services. They
asked if the Council would
consider the erection of
appropriate notices.
The
PCC
advised
the Council that they
are considering asking
the National Trust for
permission to install a
notice board adjacent to
their wall near the bottom
of the footpath and
wondered if the Council
would have any objections.
School Bus Stop
Shelter
The Council has been
asked to consider the
provision of a shelter for
the schoolchildren’s bus www.boscastlecornwall.org.uk
stop by the doctor’s surgery.

CENTRAL GARAGE
High Street, Delabole

Stuart Biddick

Tel: 01840 212388

Pianos For Sale
At Reasonable Prices
GOOD FURNITURE & ALADDIN’S CAVE
We Buy & Sell Second-hand Furniture
Especially Pine, Old & New
Open Monday - Friday noon - 4pm
Give us a visit - without obligation
You’ll be surprised what you’ll find!
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The Museum of Witchcraft
is a well loved place and a
Boscastle institution. In the
past year, it has seen some
changes as Graham King
(who owned and ran the
Museum from 1996) retired
and passed the collection
to Simon Costin. Simon
has been involved in the
Museum of Witchcraft in
one way or another since
2004 and is now its Director
of the Museum and its parent
institution, the Museum
of British Folklore. Many
people were concerned
when the Museum changed
hands that it would leave
Boscastle but this is not the
case. It is staying put for the
foreseeable future.
It now has new managers,
Peter and Judith Hewitt
(pictured above) who have
moved to Boscastle from
Lincoln.
They are now
working in the Museum
and living in the Museum
flat. Peter has a background
in museums, working in
various small museums in
Lincolnshire and London.
More recently he has just
completed his PhD thesis
in the material culture of
early modern England.
This involved three years
of research into the objects

in the collections of the
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust
in Stratford upon Avon. He
worked on several projects
whilst he was there including
a digitisation project and
smart-phone app. Peter is
looking forward to bringing
some of his ideas and skills to
the Museum. “I absolutely
love the objects we have here
and I’m looking forward to
researching them more. One
of the first big challenges will
be to get Accredited Museum
status for the Museum of
Witchcraft which will allow
us access to various streams
of funding as well as other
benefits.
This is worth
doing but it will involve
quite a bit of paperwork as
you can imagine!” Peter used
to work for the Youth Hostel
Association in the Langdale
valley, “I enjoyed living in
the city of Lincoln but I did
find myself yearning for the
countryside. It is so nice to
live and work somewhere
and see it at all times of the
year and in all the different
seasons. I feel privileged to
have been able to achieve
that again and living and
working in Boscastle has
proven to be a delight. I feel
very lucky to be here and to
have this wonderful job.”
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Judith was a
Head of History
at a secondary
school in Lincoln
before moving
to Boscastle to
co-manage the
Museum.
She
studied History
at Nottingham
University before
completing
a Masters in
Local
History
and a PGCE.
She taught for
seven years and
absolutely loved
it, “I had a very positive
experience of teaching and
thoroughly enjoyed the
challenge that it entailed.
I enjoyed taking students
on visits to different sites
and museums and I hope
to encourage more school
groups to visit the Museum
and to develop a first class
education programme for
the Museum too. Witchcraft
is a challenging subject and
I think we all struggle to
understand parts of it. I see
my job as trying to help as
many people as possible to
explore and understand the
objects that we have here and
the stories that they tell. I
don’t think I’ll miss teaching
as there is so much scope for
educational projects here
and I want to develop new
skills as well and not be a
one trick pony!”
Judith
commented,
“There is lots going on at

the Museum and we’ve
certainly been kept busy in
our first month. Long may
it continue!”
It has been a very busy
time at the Museum this
Spring. The new managers
have arrived, BBC film
crews have visited and
the Museum appeared on
BBC2, the Museum opened
till midnight, it joined
up with other Witch and
Magic related Museums via
webcam, had a brilliant day
of talks at the Wellington
Hotel and it has been open
every day since April with
thousands of visitors each
month!
One of the highlights
recently has to have been the
opening of the Museum at
night by candlelight. This
will become a more regular
event as it was such a success
and so popular with visitors.
The museum recently
found out that it is one of
four Museums in Cornwall
shortlisted in the category
of Best Museum in the
Cornwall Today Awards.
Judith Hewitt, also
appeared on the Paul
O’Grady show. This was a
live television recording and
went out on ITV1 to an
audience of who knows how
many people! It was a great
chance to talk about the
Museum and it has attracted
a lot of new visitors to the
Museum of Witchcraft as
well.

Moira Hart’s
Fiendish Crossword
1

2

3

4

12

13

14

15

18

19

22

26

29

Oil Fired Boiler, Aga &
		
Rayburn Maintenance
Replacement OIl Tanks
Landlord Certificate
Boiler Replacement & New Installations
OFTEC Registered & 600a certificate to install oil tanks

Tel: 01566 772262

ANDREW LEEDS CHIMNEY SWEEP
AND STOVE INSTALLATIONS
Tel: 01840 250114

• Vacuum & Brush                   
- no mess
• Servicing & Repairs
• Cowls & Bird guards
• 20 mile radius

• Stove Installations
• Flue lining
• HETAS certification

77

10

25

30

32

6

10

21

Moorheat Services

5

33

38

14a

8

9

11

14

15

16

17

20

23

24

27

28

31

34

39

28

36

27

35

36

37

38

40

41

46

7

47

42
48

50

43

44

45

49

51

50

52

Across

Down

1 mysterious

1 being

7 musical instrument

2 hanging piece of frozen water

10 exact copy

3 woman’s name

12 antiseptic

4 relating to form

14 study intensively

5 mammal

14a a light carriage

6 number

18 shrub

8 small, flat cake

20 villain

9 relax

21 New Zealand bird

11 self confidence

22 temporary doctor

13 European community

24 tavern

15 cuckoo pint

25 letter of Greek alphabet

16 for example

27 fighting

17 fowl

29 man’s name

19 cavity of inner ear

30 loop of rope

21 measure of weight

32 large amount

23 dove house

34 small rodent

25 spacious and splendid

35 rigid

26 fruit

38 assent

28 insect

40 vehicle

31 depart

41 man’s name

33 vagrant

43 alter

36 Middle East country

46 poetic metre

37 festival

48 slanting

39 small piece of glowing wood

50 unit of electricity

41 cake covered with coating of
sugar

51 river

42 mid-day

52 woman’s long coat

43 in addition
44 congress
45 joke

answers on page 30

47 anger
49 small insect
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The Reading Room

I carefully closed the door
of my little cottage and
stepped out of my garden
on to the cliff path. I paused
to breathe in the cool crisp
air. It was a typical Cornish
day! The sun warmed my
bones as I looked out over
miles of blue sea. There was
just enough of a breeze to
keep the day comfortable.
All was peaceful and still.
All seemed well with the
world.
As I began the descent
in to the harbour I heard
voices
being
carried
towards me on the wind.
Soon I could see the
activity and merriment
down below. Locals and
visitors alike were gathered
to watch The Raft Race.
This was just one of the
many events organised
by villagers to bring our
community together and
to provide holiday makers
with a chance to enjoy a
Cornish celebration. As
usual a deserving charity
would benefit and a great
time would be had by all!
No time for me to
dally though! There was a
Reading Room to open up!.
Soon all The Bookworms
had arrived & we were set
to share our opinions one

more time before we closed
the Reading Room door
for the summer. Why not
‘listen in’ and hear what
was said?
The Betrayal
by Helen Dunmore
Helen Dunmore was born
in Yorkshire in 1952. She
studied English at York
University and taught
in Finland for two years
before publishing her first
book. She has worked as
a writer, reader, performer
and teacher of Poetry and
Creative Writing. She also
reviews for The Times and
The Observer, contributes
to arts programmes on
BBC Radio and has been
a judge for the T. S. Eliot
Prize and the Whitbread
Book of the Year award.
Her seventh novel, ’The
Siege’, was shortlisted
for 2001’s Orange and
Whitbread prizes.
In ‘‘The Siege’ she
described, in riveting
detail, one family’s struggle
to survive the 1941-42
siege of Leningrad. ‘The
Betrayal’ is a sequel to this.
‘The Betrayal’ picks
up the lives of Anna, her
husband Andrei, and
Anna’s younger brother

Kolya more or less where
they left off at the end of
‘The Siege’.
The bookworms felt it
would have been beneficial
to have read ‘The Siege’ first,
but not essential. They were
drawn in to the story from
the first paragraph. The
book was very informative
about Russia at that time
and it was evident that
much research had been
undertaken by the author.
She vividly conveyed the
fear experienced and the
atmosphere of being cold,
starving and falling in
love. There was a pleasing
directness
about
her
writing. Dunmore has a
gift for realising when ‘less
is more’.
The writing style was
very appropriate for the
story and it imparted
the knowledge that their
relationships were safe and
warm against the chaos all
around them. She also had
the ability to ‘jump’ into
the ‘present’ using dialogue
very effectively.

Helen
Dunmore‘s
writing is brave, tender
and she has a unique gift
for immersing the reader
in the taste, smell and fear
of a story. Writing like hers
reminds us that human life
is always more than just a
statistic.
Most of the bookworms
would recommend this
book.
Storyline :7.2
Quality of writing :7.2
Summer Choices From
The Bookworms
As is our custom, before
we part company for the
summer, we leave each other
with plenty of inspiration
to keep us reading whilst
we are apart. Maybe you
will be inspired as well!
The Deaf Sentence
by David Lodge
His latest novel explores
the world of Desmond
Bates, a retired professor
of linguistics who is going
deaf. It features the three
main characters in his life a student, his wife and his
father - and the changing
relationship he has with
each of them.

Valency
Taxis
Near Boscastle
Anita & David

M. Biddick & Son Ltd
Electrical Contractors

Tel: 01566 86183 Mob: 07974 676583
email: simonbiddick@btinternet.com
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Tel: 01840 211702
Licensed Private Hire

Mobile: 07974 835 084

Reliable & Friendly Service

The Reading Room
Wolf Hall
by Hilary Mantel
This is a new take on a
fascinating period of British
history. Well written in an
unusual style which takes
a chapter or two to get
used to, but once you are
hooked you can’t put it
down. The key events of
the story take place over
just less than a ten year
period from the 1520s
to the 1530s. Mantel has
taken what is, supposedly,
Britain’s best loved history
topic, Henry VIII and his
divorce from Catherine of
Aragon, marriage to Anne
Boleyn and the resulting
split with Rome and has
melded it into a compelling
story.
The Midwife’s Daughter
by Patricia Ferguson
The story is set in the
early years of the 20th
century and leads up
to and beyond the First
World War which has
devastating consequences
for the close-knit rural
community but also leads
to greater acceptance and
new beginnings.
Violet Dimond, aka
`The Holy Terror’, is a
redoubtable `handywoman’
(unqualified midwife and
layer-out of the dead)
who has delivered several
generations of children
in the Cornish town of
Silkhampton. However, her
livelihood is threatened by
new advances in medicine
and laws which mean that
unqualified women such
as Violet may no longer
legally practice.
South
Riding
by
Winifred Holtby

The story revolves
about a headmistress who
arrives to take over a girl’s
high school in a depressed
northern town in the
nineteen thirties. Other
figures include a number of
local councillors, a talented
but poor girl with a host of
brothers and sisters to look
after and the local squire
and his highly strung
daughter.
The Kashmir Shawl
by Rosie Thomas
This is a well researched
novel, with its vibrant
tastes of a bygone life in
India, its breathtaking
descriptions evoking rich
visual images of life in the
heights of Kashmir, a rich
valley spreading ahead,
and the comparisons of
parallel lives both in the
Welsh mountains and the
highlands of Switzerland.
It has two interweaving
narratives; one set 70 years
ago in India with the
main protagonist, Welsh
missionary wife, Nerys
Watkins. The other, set in
the present, tells the story
of Mair, the granddaughter
of Nerys.
Several Authors were
suggested as never failing
to deliver a good read.
These were:
Anita
Brookner,
Victoria Hislop, Sylvia
Townsend,
Malcolm
Bradbury, Simon Singh,
Tracy Chevalier
May you enjoy many
hours of pleasure, lost in
your reading, until we
meet again!
Yours truly
The Keeper of the Key

The Bottreaux Restaurant
Boscastle PL35 0BG
Private Parties & Functions catered for your
Special Occasion or for a get-together of family or
friends in our licensed bar & dining room reserved
exclusively for your party.
We can offer a sit-down meal for 8-20 people
or buffet style up to approximately 30 to suit
individual requirements.
For further details please call
Heather or Nicola 01840 250231
email info@boscastlecornwall.co.uk
www.boscastlecornwall.co.uk

BOSSINEY HOUSE HOTEL
and

Cedar Tree Restaurant
Tel: 01840 770240
Bossiney Road Tintagel

Great rooms, a comfortable bar and
spacious restaurant which are open
to non-residents for a la carte meals
throughout the week and with our
renowned carvery every Sunday - also a
great venue for special events, weddings
and Christmas parties
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Our Cornish Garden
After buying our house
in Cornwall in 1966 we
began to make a garden.
Living seven hundred and
fifty feet above sea level,
and on the coast at that,
soon taught me the value
of good protective hedging.
So I put up windbreaks and
established Grisellinia and
Escallonia hedging and
then turned my thoughts
to planting. One of the
attractions of this part of
Cornwall is its slightly acid
soil which allows you to
grow all those marvellous
acid-loving plants that, on
the limey clay in Bristol
where I came from, simply
go yellow, then brown,
fade and die. So I was
excited to be able to buy
Camellias, Rhododendrons
and Azaleas as well as
Magnolias and Japanese
Acers and that’s when
I discovered that some
of these acid lovers are
tougher than others. For
a start the Japanese Acers
didn’t take kindly to the
salt-laden winds we get
up here on the edge of the
moor; and for some reason
I’ve never had any success
with Magnolias, either. I
love the different varieties
of Acer palmatum with

their deeply cut leaves
and their brilliant autumn
colour and so I kept buying
them - at great expense –
because I was desperate
to have them. But they
kept dying as I watched
their gradually-shrivelling
leaves and waited for their
inevitable demise. I just
couldn’t give them the
shelter they needed.
But the rhododendrons
and azaleas and camellias
have been a treat. I’d like to
tell you all the names and
the varieties but in spite
of my good intentions,
I’ve either lost the original
labels, or got some specially
printed and then forgot to
put them on, or I never
knew what they were called
in the first place. This last
is especially true of plants
I’ve hooked out of the
casualty section that nearly
all good nurseries provide:
plants that look in need of
a bit of TLC and which are
much reduced in price, or
even free. I’ve bought some
good performers in this
way – even if I’ve had to
wait all of 12 years for my
Rhododendron sinogrande
to flower. My sister bought
it for my birthday one day
when we were both down
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at Burncoose Nurseries
at Gwennap. They had a
whole load of plants in
their casualty ward, all at
much reduced prices, and
although it threatened to
grow into a fair sized tree,
I thought I’d have a go.
It really needs a sheltered
woodland site, but I’ve
done my best to soften the
blow of living in my garden
by giving it some leafy
companions, and although
every winter its huge leaves
get ripped to shreds, this
year I was at last rewarded
with five great trusses of
brilliant golden flowers. I
know it has wandered far
from its home in Yunnan
Province, but we all like a
challenge and I like to feel
I’ve made it welcome.
Most of my other
Rhododendrons
are
modern hybrids and will
not grow as tall as the
species
Rhododendron
sinogrande. GomerWaterer
is white flushed pale
mauve; Half Dan Lem is
a glorious, free flowering
red with large glossy
leaves; Mrs TH Lewinsky
has interesting brown
deckles on lilac coloured
flowers; Percy Wiseman
has rounded trusses of pink
flushed flowers fading to
creamy white; and Sappho

is a larger bush with
white flowers bearing a
bold, black-purplish flare.
Needless to say, I didn’t
have a clue about the colour
and shape of their flowers,
or indeed their flowering
season, when I bought
them. But I’ve learnt
from my mistakes now I
hope. So these days when
I buy Rhododendrons, I
think about whether they
are compact or tall, early
or late. This selection is
equally as important as
the colour. Varieties that
flower in succession from
March until late May, a
period of one hundred
days, are now chosen
to fit the overall colour
scheme of my garden. And
if I’m on the look-out for
another Rhododendron or
Azalea to fit a particular
place, I will visit nurseries
and gardens several times
during the spring period to
see them in flower.
Well, that’s the theory.
But it doesn’t stop me,
or thousands like me,
from buying on impulse.
Sometimes a plant is so
desirable, the colour or
the scent so exquisite, that
you’ve simply got to have
it. And sometimes the
price is such a bargain –
well, it’s an offer you can’t

refuse. On a visit to friends
in Southampton several
years ago we visited a
nursery which was closing
down and all their stock
was reduced to such a level
we just filled the car with
evergreen and deciduous
azaleas. Whenever I look
out at our terraces each
Spring, I’m reminded
of that journey home,
with the back of the car
looking like an overstuffed
miniature greenhouse. The
colours of those Azaleas in
flower each year are totally
stunning.

So that’s a brief
description of some of the
acid lovers and the pleasure
they give us. All this
planting didn’t happen at
once of course, but went on
gradually over months and
years as I began to think
carefully about the shape
I wanted the garden to be.
Perhaps it would have been
better to start with a piece

of squared graph paper and
a proper plan, but I’m not
that kind of gardener. I’m
much more the kind of
person who plonks plants
down in the wrong place,
or too close together, or
in the wrong combination
of colours and shapes – so
that most of my work these
days consists of moving
plants, lifting, dividing
and
replanting.
One
spectacular mistake was
planting a brilliant blue red
rhododendron smack bang
in front of a deep rosecoloured one – the clash of
colours in Spring is almost
painful, but they’re far too
big to move now. So they
have to stay where they are,
uneasy companions and an
annual reminder when in
flower of what a first class
twerp I can be.
The only plan I made,
the only proper drawing
of what I wanted, was the
raised beds for growing
a few vegetables, and the
overgrown bit of field I had
in mind for soft fruit and a
polytunnel. But I’ll tell you
all about that another time.
Pat Thorne

‘IN SAFE HANDS’
RETIRED POLICE OFFICER
AND WIFE TEAM OFFER THE
FOLLOWING FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
PROPERTIES IN BOSCASTLE:
KEY HOLDING
MEETING AND GREETING GUESTS
CLEANING, MAINTENANCE,
OR, JUST GOING AWAY AND NEED
SOMEONE TO KEEP AN EYE
CALL FOR QUOTE
Tel: 07890309069

Orchard Lodge b&b
Gunpool Lane
More awards
Boscastle
Better than ever..
PL35 0AT
01840 250418
New look

www.orchardlodgeboscastle.co.uk

Ruth Puddick
ARMCM GRNCM

VIOLIN & VIOLA TUITION

• all ages, beginners to diploma
• preparation for professional auditions
• chamber music coaching

.

Very experienced teacher, ex-BBC Philharmonic player

Phone: 01566 781845

Vacancies exist for adults and children
(beginners or advanced) to have

Piano or Keyboard Lessons
to be taught in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere by a junior
school teacher with over 20 years of experience of piano teaching
in Cornwall. Parents are welcome to attend the lessons.
For further details please ring

Peter L Henry BA, LTCL

01840 770470
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Thanks to WI member
Janice Dunning’s efforts
we have had a variety of
interesting speakers at our
meetings this year. Our
March speaker was Lesley
Coles whose talk was on
‘My Mongolian Patchwork
Adventure’. Lesley related
the adventures of her
Mongolian trip, starting
with the flight on a far
from modern aircraft (not
British, I hasten to add).
The purpose of her journey
was to teach Mongolian
women Patchwork, so that
they could supplement
their families’ income.
Despite the language
difficulty and paucity of
equipment, her pupils were
quick learners and even
quicker workers; producing

finished quilts in an
amazingly short space
of time. April’s speaker
gave us an insight into
Yoga, making use of
simple tools with which
to exercise (old tights,
would you believe!).
At our May meeting
WI member Sue Viner
explained this year’s
Resolution, which hopes
to encourage more
people to register their
names on the Organ
Donor list (apparently
Greece has a longer
list than we do). June’s
speaker, Mrs Keast, is
a Cornish Bard. She
arrived in costume and,
in Cornish dialect, spoke
about the ‘Cornish
Year’. Like children we
were held spellbound
with her tales from the
Cornish writings of
Anne Traneer, which she
interspersed with songs,
sung by herself and her
husband.
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A Parish Walk
Ignoring blisters and aching back
And pleasant thoughts of my tasty snack;
I gaze around at the Parish views,
Patchwork ‘Stitches’ in harmonized hues.
A distant farm and a sturdy horse,
The sounds of linnets in fragrant gorse,
A cottage garden with shady seat,
And cottage flowers in rows so neat.
The nearby ‘Lookout’ all gleaming white,
No longer manned in the dead of night.
Far off Tintagel and Beeny Cliffs,
All shrouded in haar that moves and shifts.
Scenes which Hardy would recognise
And village visitors surely prize.
Forrabury Church with its Kernow flag.
‘Come on Gloria, now please don’t lag!’
Reluctant was I to join these walkers
And spend my time with garrulous talkers,
But this ancient trail sets my heart’s blood racing;
So onwards I trudge, with steady steps pacing.

At the end of February
we had our yearly craft
day. Assisted by Liz
Gregory, many members
created leaf pictures from
dried leaves - worthy to
be included in the Royal
Academy Exhibition! The
climax of 2014 has to be
June, when at the Royal
Cornwall Show, Boscastle
WI was second equal
with St Breward in the
WI competition entitled
‘A Parish Walk’. There was
just one point between
our entry and the winning
one from Crantock. Mary
Shepherd’s
beautifully
crafted bag deservedly
gained the award for ‘the
best craft item in the show’.
We
continue
to
visit coffee venues each
month, although in May
our President Jill Clark

hosted a Coffee Morning
at her home, in aid of the
Alzheimer’s Society. The
sum of £172.00 was raised.
Our annual August
outing will be visiting
Pine Lodge Gardens, St
Austell, when we hope the
weather will be summerlike. Unfortunately our
trip to The Lost Gardens
of Heligan had to be
postponed yet again, due
to torrential rain and an
insufficient supply of
‘wellies’.
We meet every second
Tuesday in the village hall
at 2pm. So why not come
along and get to know us.
GQ.

Yoga Classes
I
run
yoga
classes
throughout the year in
Boscastle. We practice
Hatha Yoga, a standard
version of this wonderful
form of physical exercise.
The class is very mixed,
both in ages & abilities,
but the great thing about
yoga is that everyone works
to their own individual
limit, there is absolutely no
competitiveness or others
judging.
I was told, very recently
by someone, upon being
invited to join in the class,
‘oh, I cant possibly do yoga
because I have a bad back!’
This is exactly why yoga
would be good for them.
There is a big emphasis
on gentle warming up
movements before we begin
and no extreme postures.
Relaxation and improving
awareness in the body in
general are key issues which
this yoga class deals with –
also improving posture and
easing that aching back.
Yoga is not just a physical
exercise, but is also great for
calming the mind.
The classes are held at
the Community Centre on
Thursday mornings from
10am til11.30am. Mats are
provided, you only need
some comfortable clothing.
Everyone is welcome,
whatever age or ability! Any
visitors to the area are most
welcome to drop in.
These classes are run on
a donation style payment,
don’t let your purse decide
whether you can come or
not!
Please feel free to drop in
and have a go….
Any queries - Fiona
01208 851 735
Facebook Page – Yoga
in North Cornwall with
Fiona Crompton

Exercising for a
healthy lifestyle
For over 80 years the Fitness
League has been promoting
the benefits of exercising to
music and healthy living
for women of all ages. The
classes include a mixture of
gentle exercise, dance and
floor work which, after the
hour or so session, leaves
you feeling refreshed and
energised. With regular,
weekly participation you
can achieve a more toned
and fitter body, greater body
co-ordination and flexibility.
Attending a regular
exercise can benefit you
and your family in so many
positive ways. Not only
will it help improve your
heart and lung health so
you can breathe more easily,
it will help tone-up and
strengthen your muscles,
making everyday tasks in life
a little easier and the class is
a friendly and sociable way
to exercise and have fun. It
gives you more of a zest for
life and it’s a lovely way to
meet new people and make
new friends.
Katy Holmes, who has
led local classes for over
14 years says the “Fitness
League’s approach is suitable
for all women whatever their
shape, size, age or ability.
Just a couple of hours a
week of gentle exercise will
increase your energy levels,
tone up all your muscles and
make you feel much more
confident.”
Come along and give
it a try at: Clease Hall in
Camelford on Wednesday
mornings
at
9.30am–
10.45am starting 10th Sept.
For further details please
contact Katy 01208815725
or email:
katy.holmes18@btinternet.com

MK Computers
♦♦ PC Upgrades and Repair
♦♦ Virus Removal and Protection
♦♦ Custom PC Builds
♦♦ Networking
♦♦ Websites

Web: http://www.mk-computers.co.uk
E-Mail: hardware@mk-computers.co.uk
Phone: Mobile: 07780 910578

The Old Coach House
Relax in the beautiful
surroundings of this 300
year old coach house,
with large, secluded
mature garden and
private parking

Open all Year
Tastefully refurbished en suite rooms

Geoff & Jackie Horwell
Tel: 01840 250398

T

www.old-coach.co.uk

A N PA R T R I C
T
S
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R

CONSTRUCTION
EXTENSIONS • RENOVATIONS
NEW BUILD • BATHROOMS

Phone: 07989 327 873
FREE QUOTATIONS
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I am writing this in a state of shock
as someone has just told me we only
have three weeks of term left. I was
thinking there were at least five!
The weather has been fantastic
which made for an easy lead up to
Sports Day and Duck Race Day.
Sports day ran along the usual
lines and I have to say when all of
the games were set up, looking at the
children having fun with a backdrop
of the blue sky and the sea was
amazing. I don’t think the novelty
of living in Cornwall will ever wear
off…. and I’m Cornish!
The winners this year were
Valency – so half of the village will be
happy! The pictures below show the
fun we had.
Sunday 22nd June was our Duck
Race Day. I hope we managed
to strike a balance between fund
raising and providing entertainment
to those who were supporting us.
Boscastle Has Talent is now in its
second year and the crowds were

splendidly entertained with singing,
dancing, poetry, magic and comedy.
The choir also performed three songs,
one of which gave a taster of the play
we will be performing at the end of
term. Our final entertainment was
from our Cello group. There are 10
children in this group ranging in age
from 5 to 11 and many also play in
the Triggshire Orchestra.
The duck race went well with
sufficient water for the ducks but not
enough to allow escapees out to sea.
We had a very close finish this year
with the winner about a metre clear
and second and third separated by a
beak!
I would like to thank everyone
that helped us on the day, supported
us with sponsorship and donations

and of course those who spent money
on the day.
We went further afield for
our residential trip this year – to
Dartmouth. I do not think I need
to say much more at this point as
the children have written their own
reports which I think you will enjoy.
I should point out that these are hot
of the press and the children will be
working on the further over the next
few weeks.
As I have mentioned earlier we are
hard at work rehearsing our school
play. This will be a very special event
this year as it will be the last ‘play
what Ms Douglas wrote’ (to misquote
Morecombe & Wise) and also the
last time Mrs Mead will choreograph
the song and dance routines for

which we are so well known. We
say bon voyage to Ms Douglas as
she travels to her new teaching post
in Kathmandu and to Mrs Mead
as she takes over as Headteacher at
Marhamchurch School. We wish you
both much success and happiness in
your new jobs and thank you for all
of your hard work in helping make
Boscastle such a fantastic school.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to wish you all a warm
and sunny summer season and hope
that you all have some time to relax
and enjoy yourselves.
Sarah Duffy
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The Dartmouth Residential Trip
Year 3, 4, 5,and6 where
all getting ready for a tow
hour drive to Ditisham.
When we got there we met
our instructor and walled
to balicom wood. When
we got there we put up
our shelters and then went
Canadian canoeing up the
river Dart, and got a little
wet. Then we made pizza
and it was much better
than supermarket pizzas.
When we got back
to Kamp we had hot
chockalott and went to
bed. The next morning we
set of ready to go to the lost
world. When we got to the
lost world we went throe
a drain pipe and found a
lovely but little waterfall.
Then we went back to
Kamp and did water
chilling and it was very
hard. Then we went to bed.
The next morning we pack
up ready to leave then we
went on the zip weir then
had marsh mellows, pop
corn and cachalot. Then
we walked to the bus and
went home after long days
in the wood.
Isaac Buxton

Every year class 3 go on
a residential trip to a
different place each year,
this year we went to a place
called Dittisham in the
South of Devon. We had to
walk about 3 miles to get
to camp, we had to walk up
a really high hill, when we
got to the top there was an
amazing view of the River
Dart. We had a long trek
of muddy and dirty paths
ahead of us. Finally we
arrived at camp and met
our instructors that showed
us around.

Our first task was to
go canoeing or go on a
survival walk and find food
that we could eat in the
wild. When we got back to
camp we had to eat dinner
and settle down so that we
could go to sleep as we had
a long day ahead of us.
On the second day we
to split up into 4 groups
of 8 and we had to decide
what activities we did. My
group did tree climbing;
water carrying, and an art
project. The tree climbing
was really fun but it was also
hard at the same time. The
water carrying was really
hard because we had lots
of drainpipes and we had
to find a strategy to make
water go up a small hill bit
from a stream by propping
the drainpipes up. The art
project was very relaxing
and fun because we could
choose if we worked in a
small group, by ourselves
or in a pair. I went in a
small group and we made
a TP with sticks and leaves
and small branches. It was
really fun.
On the last day we broke
the camp and packed all of
our bags and we split into
two groups, one half of the
class went on a high zip
wire and the other half were
cleaning the camp then we
swapped over. We all had
a treat which was popcorn
with melted chocolate.
A while after that we had
early lunch and then we set
off for home on a walk to
the bus.

at Dittisham in South
Devon, the journey at
10.13. Then we had lunch
in a wonderful field with
an AMAZING view and
after we went to River Dart
and done some canoeing in
some Canadian and I was
in a boat with Josh, Jerrica,
Hannah, Katy.B and our
leader Nick. Nick had a
dog called Monty he is a
English spring a spaniel.
We where one oar short so
Katy was using her hands
and by the end of the day
she was soaking. Half way
through canoeing josh
gave his oar to Katy and
he was using his hands
and nearly fell in. By the
end of canoeing josh and
Katy.B were incredibly
wet. Then we went home
to fabulous camp and
dried off and eventually,
we made pizzas for tea and
they were extraordinary.
Then we went to bed in
our log tents me, Jerrica,
LilyB, and Lily.HE, Faith,
Katy.B, Lamorna.g, Star. T,
Betty.S.P.
Then we had weatabix
with chocolate milk for
breakfast then we had a
challenge day and it went
like .this chance dice, tree
climb, chance dice, water
challenge, chance dice
and art project me, Josh,

Olivia, Hannah, Betty And
faith made a tepee. It was
the best tepee ever. Then
we had pasta and sauce
then we went to bed.
We woke up and had
sausages for breakfast we
got into two groups and
we went on to the zip wire
then took a long stroll. We
sat on the ground waiting
for the bus to come. Then
we went home on the
Tilly’s bus.
Sophie Edwards

At 8:15 on Wednesday 11th
the years 3, 4, 5 and 6 of
Boscastle CP School set off
on the bus to Dittisham
in Devon excitedly. The
journey was two hours so
everybody was tired when
we got there. One of the
instructors called Nick was
waiting for us and showed
us the way to camp. The
walk was very long and we
were all exposed to the sun
but the view was beautiful.
Finally we got to Balcombe
Wood where the camp was
based. We met the other
instructors Mark, Steve
and a lovely lady called
Terry. Before very long
everybody unpacked into
three different tents. After
that we made shelters for
the front of them. Luckily
our tent’s one stayed up.
continues on page 32

Hannah

On Wednesday 11th June,
at 8.15 we travelled on
the Tilly’s bus and arrived
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After a while we started
our first activity. We were
split into two groups. One
went canoeing while the
other went on a walk to
find natural foods. I went
on the walk first and found
out that stinging nettles
are wonderful to eat fried.
Then I went canoeing. It
was so fun. I was in a boat
with Terry who showed
me and my friend how to
steer at the back and we did
quite well. Everybody got
wet and then walked back
to camp where Terry taught
us how to make pizza. In
groups of four everybody
did very well and my pizza
was very delicious. We had
hot chocolate around the
fire then went to bed.
We woke up the
next morning and had a
sausage roll and toasted
bread around the fire for
breakfast. Afterwards we
were split into three groups
where we chose one of three
challenges. Journey to the
lost world, tree climbing or
cable crossing. My group
chose journey to the lost
world. It included crawling
through narrow tunnels,
trekking up a shallow river
and finding a fantastical

haven. We found the lost
world and Terry told us to
create a piece of artwork
out of the plants around
us. We made an eye then
headed back to camp.
When we got back we
had a rest then went down
into the forest. Terry told us
that we had to get fire wood
so we found a chopped
down tree and pulled it up
to camp. Next we walked
down to another river.
There was a bucket which
couldn’t quite reach it.
Using bits of drain pipe we
had to get the water from
the river into the bucket. It
was very hard and we only
had little time to finish but
we did it. We went back to
camp and had pasta and a
Swiss roll for dinner then
sat round the fire and had
hot chocolate. Finally we
went to bed.
On Friday morning we
got up, had weetabix and
packed up camp. When
we had done that we got
a go on the zip wire! But
even better, we got back
and had marshmallows
and popcorn with melted
chocolate. After that big
feast we walked back to
the bus and went home
and somehow the bus was
quieter on the way back
than the way there ......

Boscastle Chamber of Trade
and Commerce
Have your say; voice your ideas or concerns
For more information on joining contact:
Peter Templar (membership secretary) 250216
Chris Searle (treasurer) 250225
Sue Venning (secretary) 250239
Membership fee is £25 per year and is open
to all businesses within the PL35 postcode area

WESTERINGS
Spacious Self-Catering
Accommodation
- Open All Year Shirley Wakelin

Forrabury, Boscastle
Tel: 01840 250314

Website: www.westeringsholidays.co.uk

Lily Palin

S.S.MARTIN BUILDER

Boscastle
Gates, Railings, Fire Grates
Weather Vanes, Security Bars
Ornamental Ironwork, Welding

Tel: 01840 261340
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ROOFING CONTRACTOR
RENOVATIONS,EXTENSIONS,
PLASTERING
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR PAINTING.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP FOR ALL
YOUR BUILDING REQUIREMENTS.
BOSCASTLE
01840250100 - 07969118058

Correspondence

Kind regards and again
our thanks.
Malcolm & Lynn Biddick.

Dear Blowhole Readers
How
strongly
and
immensely proud I felt,
after reading in the spring
edition of the blowhole
magazine of all the splendid
progress that has been made
regarding Minster Church.
The enthusiasm, ideas,
it is like being at the helm
or wheel of steering a ship
of a boat, the movement is
going forward all the time,
and long may it continue.
It has really made me
excited that so many people
are battling to save this
very, ancient-and historical

THE OLD MANOR HOUSE

Restaurant Boscastle
Tel; 01840 250251
Serving breakfast, lunches, evening meals,
Homemade Cornish cream tea
Enjoy your visit in the restaurant or our large
sheltered tea garden. Dogs on leads welcome.
ALL DISHES ON OUR MENU ARE AVAILABLE
TO TAKEAWAY HOT OR COLD
phone your order in advance and
then call in to pick it up.

Linda M Clark
Fritton, Norfolk

To everyone in everyway
who
expressed
their
condolences following the
death of Peter Steege.
This
was
hugely
appreciated.
Maureen Steege

Rainfall totals measured in Boscastle
SX 09697 90138 for 1st March - 9th June 2014
Month

Mar April

May

June to
9th
93.2
25

Total rainfall
in mm
Maximum
rainfall in
mm
Date on
which max
fell
Rainfall in
mm in 2013

80.2

101.8

20.6

29.6

22

16.8

2nd

26th

7th

3rd

73.6 37.8

91.4

The Popin
The ‘Popin’, at the Community Centre, will
be closed for the summer season. We will
open on 15th September, with business as
usual on Mondays, when we hope to see
our regulars - plus some new faces - for a
cup of tea or coffee and a chat. Everyone
is welcome.

Answers to Crossword:

To all our customers,
We would like to
inform you that as from
06/04/2014, Lynn and
myself retired from, M
Biddick & Son Ltd.
Our son Simon, has taken
over from us and is well
known to most of you.
Apart from the contact
numbers and address,
there will be no difference,
in the way we operate. It
has always been and will
always be, our aim to
give a good and friendly
service.
I will help out in a
limited capacity for a
while, so you may still see
me, turn up for any small
job.
May I take this
opportunity, to thank you
for your past custom and
support and hope you
will continue to support
Simon, in the same way
you have supported us
over the past 34 years

church. This is just what
is needed, and long may
the fund raising events and
ideas continue.
My wish is, if it could
be granted, that I could live
in Boscastle itself, and be
part of all this creativity of
keeping this beautiful and
historical church alive.
May I dare venture
adding a further idea,
though possibly this has
already been thought of:
having guided tours: walks

Across 1 enigmatic 7 oboe 10 clone 12 iodine 14 cram 14a caleche
18 lilac 20 rogue 21 kea 22 locum 24 inn 25 pi 27 combat 29 al
30 bight 32 lot 34 mole 35 stiff 38 agree 40 tram 41 ian 43 adapt
46 iambic 48 oblique 50 ampere 51 ouse 52 redingote

Electrical Contractors,
NICEIC Approved

Simon's contact details
are: Home 0156686183
Mobile 07974676583
Email simonbiddick@
btinternet.com
I will be available on
07966498733 for a while
and can pass on messages
to him. The 01840
250448 work number,
will be discontinued from
04/07/2014.

Down 1 ecru 2 icicle 3 gloria 4 modal 5 animal 6 ten 8 biscuit 9 ease
11 aplomb 13 ec 15 arum 16 eg 17 hen 19 cochlea 21 kilogram
23 cote 25 palatial 26 lime 28 ant 31 go 33 tramp 36 iraq 37 fete
39 ember 41 iced 42 noon 43 also 44 diet 45 pun 47 ire 49 bug

M.Biddick & Son
Limited

around and in the church
and possibly other areas
of nearby interest, the
grounds themselves are
very beautiful at certain
times of the year, and could
possibly be charged by the
hour for a tour.
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BADGERS: VILLAIN OR VICTIM?

Few subjects arouse more
emotion than the present
government’s policy to
shoot badgers in order to
eradicate Bovine TB in
cattle. Cornwall supports
a farming community,
many of whom rely for
their livelihood on dairy or
beef farming. Tourism is
also a major industry, and
outsiders to the area, as well
as local inhabitants, may
hold very different views
as to the merit of killing
badgers to support an as
yet unproven assumption.
No simple solution has yet
been found that reconciles
both sides so the material
below is intended only as
a discussion of the various
issues surrounding the
problem.
The
Protection
of
Badgers Act 1992 states
that badgers may not
be
deliberately
killed,
persecuted or trapped
except under licence. Badger
baiting has been outlawed
since 1835. The 1973
Badgers Act made digging
for them illegal. Laws
against damaging destroying
or obstructing badger setts
were incorporated into the
1992 Act.

In the 1980s and 90s
substantial increases in
incidence of BovineTB was
causally linked with increase
in badger populations,
based on considerable
circumstantial
evidence
that they were carriers
of the disease. However
MAFF culls to reduce
badger populations were
deplored by wildlife groups
who disputed findings that
badgers were the primary
cause of Btb in cattle.
Over the past three years
the incidence of Btb in the
UK has been on the rise,
by 10% last year, and while
this affects only about 0.7%
of the cattle population
nationwide, in Cornwall it
is particularly rife. 95% of
a thousand herds with fifty
or more cows have incurred
restriction movements at
some point over the past
twenty years. In Cornwall
badger culling has taken
place since 1975 however
without any real impact on
rates of infection.
It has been pointed out
that the relatively small
numbers culled are dwarfed
by death rates on roads, over
half the estimated badger
population. A plethora of

HENGAR LANE, ST TUDY PL30 3PH (Opposite Hengar Manor)
TEL: 01208 851072- OPEN MON TO SAT 9– 4PM
SUN AND BANK HOLS 10AM – 4PM

THE CAFÉ

Lavazza coffee, hot chocolate, teas.
All day breakfast, light lunches, and homemade cakes.

SHOW GARDEN

NEW THIS MONTH
Free to visit open 7 days

PLUS ALL CORNISH GROWN PLANTS:
Hedging, ornamental trees, shrub roses and bedding.
A great selection available at great prices.
www.cedarcroftplants.co.uk
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scientific theories abound
and conflict as to the exact
nature of the disease,
its occurrence amongst
badger populations, and
its relation to disease in
cattle. Wildlife trusts have
continually banned culling
on their land, and the
natural desire of creatures
to avoid or desert hostile
environments (the so-called
“perturbation effect”) has
further hampered reaching
a definite assessment of its
effectiveness. he recent 56day extension of the culling
timetable in Gloucestershire
to allow marksmen to
achieve the target kill rate
of 70% has been cited by
wildlife groups as evidence
that the stated objectives of
the cull are unachievable in
practical terms.
The standard method
of testing cattle for Bovine
TB is the Comparative
Intradermal
Tuberculin
Test (CITT or skin test).
The procedure consists of
injecting M.bovis protein
extracts ( tuberculins) into
a cow’s neck. A second
injection
containing
M.avium a bacteria present
in birds, is made 13cm
above the first. The cow’s
local immune system will
cause swelling at both
injection sites, but if there is
more pronounced swelling
at the M. bovis site the cow
is judged to be infected.
So-called “reactors” are
isolated, valued (in order
to be paid compensation)
and slaughtered. Reactors
found in a herd means that
herd movement restrictions
are placed on the farm and
it loses its “TB-free” status.
No cattle can be brought on
or taken off a farm until it
has been declared TB-free.
Unfortunately the major

problem is the unreliability
of the CITT test. After
slaughter
a
significant
proportion of cattle that
have reacted adversely to
the test show no signs of the
disease. Conversely up to
a third of infected animals
pass the test.
Undergoing the testing
process is traumatic for
cattle and deeply unsettling
for farmers. The impact of a
Bovine TB outbreak on their
livelihoods and way of life
cannot be underestimated.
While
farmers
are
paid compensation for
slaughtered cattle this may
not reflect the true market
value of the animal and, in
any case, cannot assuage the
emotional effect of losing
livestock that an individual
has reared and nurtured.
During quarantine (60day periods must elapse
with negative tests) farmers
cannot buy or sell stock and
their losses stemming from
labour time in stock testing,
government compensation
payment and slaughtering
costs, are all ultimately
borne by the taxpayer.
Badgers are charged as
the chief villains though to
be fair they are not the only
carriers of bovine TB - they
share the disease with deer,
foxes, moles, rats, ferrets and
domestic cats - but because
they can carry the virus for
years without apparent illeffects - and by their contact
with herds.
It is also reckoned that
up to a third of cattle are
missed as carriers because
of the inadequacy of the
CITT method and therefore
also harbour the virus - so
both badgers and cattle
are constant reservoirs
of infection. To further
complicate the situation,
it is far from clear whether

badgers always infect cattle
or vice-versa, a sort of
interdependence of carriers.
This has led to the rather
draconian suggestion that
complete eradication of
badgers in proximity to
cattle would settle the
question one way or the
other.
One alternative is to
vaccinate cattle. There is a
licensed vaccine Bacillus
Calmette-Guerin (BCG)
which
is
moderately
effective, reducing infection
by 50% and risk of death
by 70% but it reacts with
the standard CITT skin
test producing a negative
reaction.
Unfortunately
this conflicts with European
Directive
78/52/EEC
which has no provision for
“TB-free but vaccinated
herds” nor would cattle
be fully protected given
the limitations of current
vaccines.
Or is vaccinating badgers
the answer? Well, not quite.
Past and presently-ongoing
trials show some measure
of protection if they are
injected with BadgerBCG
but by no means total.
The process of trapping,
testing for the virus and
inoculating healthy animals
is time-consuming and
expensive and is unlikely
to cover the entire badger
population. However it has
been logically argued that

by continually reducing the
number of likely carriers
this will slow the process
of infection so that,, as
in humans, the virus will
eventually die out.
No-one can positively
state
whether
badger
numbers are on the
increase as a result of
badger protection. They
are undoubtedly a nuisance
to some farmers, can cause
crop damage and attack
domestic poultry and pets.
They are also nocturnal, shy
and well-loved. The speciest
argument is that farmers
kill badgers not because
they are a threat to humans
but because they are an
economic
competitor.
Farmers
are
naturally
anxious to protect their
image and are conscious
of their responsibilities
as conservators of the
countryside and wildlife.
The local farmers I spoke to
are actually fond of badgers,
and regret the cruel necessity
of the culling programme.
The
most
recent
authorized
badger
culls in Somerset and
Gloucestershire were not
designed to produce an
analysis of incidence of
Bovine TB in badgers,
but to test the efficacy
of this method of killing
and consequent future
impact on cattle in the
area. Corpses are not tested

for incidence of disease.
DEFRA maintains this is
not necessary as it already
possesses sufficient data
concerning incidence and
tests are unreliable. Critics
say this is to avoid a possible
discovery that the majority
of slain animals are diseasefree.
As it turns out, both
culls have failed. The
fault, say opponents, lies
with DEFRA for relying
once more on a simplistic
quick-fix solution rather
than show willing to carry
out the necessarily longterm research into possible
alternatives.
The Labour government’s
chief scientific advisor Lord
Krebs, who carried out ten
years of randomized culling
in the 1990s concluded
it was simply not costeffective. If, in theory, 70%
of all badgers in an area are
killed, then the best result is
that Bovine TB rates drop
by at most 16%, a huge
effort in time and labour
that still leaves most cattle
prone to further infection.
The answer surely lies in
developing more effective
vaccines for both species.
Costs of future development
are far less than the present
losses suffered by farmers.
DEFRA should urge the
UK government to seek
derogation
from
EU
rules that hamper cattle

testing, and couple this
with much tighter biosecurity surrounding farms
and movement of cattle. A
recent observer noted that
modern farming methods
may partially to blame. The
tendency to encourage and
combine ever larger herds
of heavy beef cattle has
genetically reduced natural
resistance to disease and
increased chances of crossinfection. While conditions
vary from country to
country research should
concentrate on farming
methods in other EU
member states where control
and surveillance systems
have either eradicated or
reduced Bovine TB to
manageable levels.
Authorising
sporadic
culling in isolated areas
from time to time looks very
much like gesture politics, a
compromise solution offered
by a government anxious to
placate the farming lobby
while trying not to enrage
the general public. So far
the culling programme has
killed about 1500 badgers
at a cost of £7.1million,
about £5,000 per animal.
A proposed third cull has
been postponed, for now.
The definition of insanity,
Einstein wrote, is to keep
doing the same thing over
and over again and expect
different results.
CR

BLOCKED DRAINS
CLEARED FAST
24 hr call out

Hedley Venning
01840 250113
0797 4581836
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News from the
Lookout

For a change we don’t have
to start this report with
comments about the ways
that atrocious weather has
influenced the view from
the Lookout. However,
this being Cornwall, you
could be reading this in
anything from monsoon
conditions to a heatwave!
Saturday
28th
June marked the 20th
Anniversary
of
the
National Coast Watch
Institution
and
the
occasion was celebrated
at Bass Point, where it
all started, followed by
a service at Culdrose
attended by all the Station
Managers.
Only a week before on
18th June we were able
to show just how useful it
is to have us sitting up at

Willapark when our Watch
Keepers where able to help
Falmouth Coastguard deal
with a local potter with a
rope around its propellor.
Unfortunately, it was too
close to the cliff to pick
up the Coastguard VHF
messages so we were
tasked with using our
own equipment acting as
a relay between the vessels
involved and HMCG in
Falmouth. In the end the
vessel managed to free
herself and continue on
her way.
All our Watch Keepers
have qualified to use VHF
including our current
batch of volunteers in
training.
A great deal of
maintenance work has
been taking place to try and
make our windows really
wind and water proof, and
our trusty (sometimes!)
Wind Generator has been
back to Germany for
repairs and an upgrade.
Our plans to cover the
blind spots with a CCTV
are continuing thanks to
a legacy from one of our
former colleagues.

Most importantly, our
ability to assess and act
effectively and efficiently
in dealing with an incident
on land or at sea was
tested by our annual
DFS examination which
included a simulated cliff
rescue. We passed with
flying colours.
Some of us acted as
Marshalls for the Raft
Race and were amazed
by the olympic efforts of
the competitors and are
looking forward to the
next one.
As usual we shared
a stand at The Royal
Cornwall Show with our

colleagues from Stepper
Point and had the chance
to explain what we did and
persuade a few more people
to become volunteers.
Now we have to keep
an eye out for a summer
of walkers, sailors,kayakers
and visiting fishermen
so if you, or any one you
know would be interested
in spending a few hours
each month looking out
for others, then call our
Manager, John Davis on
07791761502.
Finally we’d like to wish
a successful summer season
to everyone in Boscastle.
MW

Boscastle IT Services
Fresh locally produced meats
Barnecutt’s bread and hot pasties
Wide range of groceries, fresh fruit & veg
Gluten free products stocked
Off Licence and Pay Point

Opening hours:
Mon - Fri: 8am-6pm
Saturday: 9am-5pm
Sunday: 9am-1pm

Tel: 01840 250108
www.bottreauxfillingstation.co.uk
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•Microsoft certified & Apple authorised
computer technician
•PC/Mac sales & service, home or business
•Hardware repair, software troubleshooting
•Anti-virus/system maintenance
•WiFi/network consultancy & installation
•Website design & construction
•Tuition & training

Contact Tim Ferrett at :
boscastleit@gmail.com
TEL : 01840 250 106 MOB : 07976 046 810

copyright photo courtesy David Flower

Walks Week: 5 April 2014
To commemorate the tenth
anniversary of the Boscastle
Flood of 2004, this April a
circular walk of the village
was organized by Jeff
Cherrington of the National
Trust. He was accompanied
by James Burke from the
Environment Agency, John
Davis from Coastwatch
and Sally Searle from the
Old Rectory, St Juliot.
Some thirty or more visitors
gathered by the new harbour
bridge which replaced the
old stone structure damaged
in the flood.
The guided tour took
as its theme the effects
of the disaster on local
inhabitants and businesses.
Debbie Bezant, who owns

the harbourside gift shop
Things gave the audience a
vivid personal account of
the devastation that day
and how she and husband
Geoff managed to rebuild
and renew their business
after the event.
The
tour
passed
through the enlarged car
park into the Valency
valley, where James Burke
amply explained how the
new flood prevention
scheme would cope with
similar problems in the
future. The walkers then
crossed over the new
bridge and continued up
through St Peter’s Wood
to Minster Church. Here
they enjoyed refreshments

provided
by
the
Friends of Minster
Church and listened
to former Church
Warden Bob Clarke
who described the
damage to the church
and how repairs were
carried out afterwards.
Returning down
through the Old Road
into the village the
group paused to view
Parish
Councillor
Chris Rodda’s garden
bordering
Jordan
Stream which had
been destroyed then
rebuilt, and learned of
preventive measures
taken to protect the
area in the future.
To complete the
informative
and
pleasurable afternoon’s
walk, John and Denise
Tillinghast
treated
everyone to a delicious
cream tea at their
home in Valency.
The event raised
approximately £100
which was donated
to Prostate Cancer
Research

VENN DOWN FARMHOUSE

National Trust
t Boscastle
Information Centre
Shop and Café

The Harbour, Boscastle,PL35 0HD

OPEN ALL YEAR

March - October 10.00am - 5.00pm
November - February 10.30am - 4.00pm
Accommodation information & booking service
Photo copying/internet access/WiFi
local attraction information,
walking maps & guides
Wide range of books, gifts and refreshments

Tel: 01840 250010
boscastle@nationaltrust.org.uk
www.nationaltrust.org.uk

NEATE
FEET

For all your foot health needs

Professional foot care in the comfort of your own home

Luxury 4 star
self catering apartments in a
tranquil location, distant sea views
Open all year

01840 250599
www.venndownfarmhouse.co.uk
www.boscastleholidaycottages.com
vendownfarmhouse@uk2.net

Painful Callus Reduced
Toenail Clipping
Ingrowing Toenails
Painful Corns Removed
Paddings & Dressings
Verrucae Treatment
Reflexology
Everything you require to keep your feet pain free

Claire & Simon Neate DIPCFHP
Qualified foot health practitioners

Mob: 07968232344 / 07870508867
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PLEASE READ THIS….- ALL OF IT!
It may save someone’s life!
HAVE YOU EVER
THOUGHT…….
How you would cope if
your partner collapsed
right in front of you….
What you would do if
your child was choking on
a sweet………
HAVE YOU EVER
SEEN……….
Someone fighting for their
breath……………
Someone “faint” in the
restaurant…………
HAVE YOU EVER FELT SO
POORLY ………
That you just wanted
someone to hold your
hand, to just “be there”
and take charge?

Boscastle
and
the
surrounding areas are close
knit communities. You
look out for each other. If
you saw somebody unwell,
would you just walk on by?
Of course not, you would
stop and help, somehow,
anyhow! This is why I
write!
We need your help!
Because
sadly,
most
people that need this
help are unseen, they
are in their own homes.
They have called 999 for
an ambulance and are

waiting… Every second
feels like a minute… every
minute feels like an hour…
Did you know…..
That the nearest ambulance
base is Camelford and it
will take 10 minutes for
them to arrive……… if
they are on base. If they
are on another call, you
will wait maybe 20 or 30
minutes (or more) for the
next resource to arrive……
Did you know……
That for every minute a
patient is in cardiac arrest
– without a defibrillator
– 10 % of their chance of
survival diminishes. That
means, 10 minutes without
CPR and a Defib – their
chances of survival are nil,
zero, nothing, zilch, diddly
squat….. DEAD!
YOU CAN HELP!
We need you to become
a
Community
First
Responder. We need you
to spread the word on basic
first aid training. We need
to form all the links for the
“chain of survival”!

NO – NOT ME!
“I couldn’t”, “I don’t have
enough time”, “I wouldn’t
know what to do”, “I don’t
know the area”, “I don’t

R. MEARS & Sons
CHIMNEY SWEEP
Vac & Brush

Cowl fitting service
CCTV investigation work carried out

01840 261 221 • 077375 33392
www.sweepcornwall.com

Covering Cornwall & West Devon
Est. over 30 years

N0711/30134
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know any first aid”........
YES - YOU!
You can! We desperately
need volunteers. We will
train you. It will look great
on your CV. You will feel
great about yourself. You
can use your skills if you
ever see anyone in trouble,
particularly your friends
and family. The amount
of time you give is flexible
– day / night, morning /
afternoon, 2 hours / 24
hours…..
What do First
Responders do?
Sometimes the difference
is providing reassurance
prior to the arrival of an
ambulance; sometimes it
is saving someone’s life.
Responders provide lifesaving care for certain
medical emergencies such
as chest pains, breathing
difficulties and strokes.
They are not asked to
attend road accidents or
alcohol and drug related
incidents. There are people
still alive today in your
community thanks to

community responders.
Commitment and
Training
The biggest commitment
is attending the initial
three days of training.
The amount of time you
give after that varies. The
group is flexible. You have
the option to spend time
working with a front line
ambulance crew, seeing
when, why and what…

If you are interested.
contact
your
local
Community
Responder
Group
for
more
information or call the
Responder Liaison Officer,
Charlotte Hicks, on 07775
812767
Check
out
the
ambulance website: Apply
online through:
www.jobs.nhs.uk
www.swast.nhs.uk
www.
communityfirstresponders.
org.uk

FIRST RESPONDERS
“The heartbeat of the
community”

home. Six vagrants were
committed by the Rev. S.
Chilcott from Boscastle to
the treadmill for 1 month.
Some of them had organs
& white mice which were
of no avail, as they had
been begging.

Pete’s
Peeps
at the Past
5 JUNE 1812
DEATH AT TINTAGEL
John Brown, servant
of Mr. S. Wade of
TINTAGEL, went to
King Arthur’s Island
to view some sheep
there of his master. It is
supposed while gathering
samphire, he fell from
the cliff into the sea and
disappeared.
[Samphire (once ‘herbe
de St. Pierre’, hence
its present name) is a
cliff plant with salty,
fleshy leaves and used
to be widely gathered in
Cornwall for pickling.]
8 SEPT 1826
LAUNCHED AT
PADSTOW
There were launched
from the yard of Mr
J. Tredwen, Padstow,
a
schooner
named
“Delabole” built for R.
Bake, a quarry owner and
a smack “Affo” built for
Roseveare and Sloggatt
of Boscastle also quarry
owners.

26 JULY 1827
A CAPITAL OFFENCE
Henry Randell was indicted
for breaking into a house
and stealing 2 shirts off John
Scantlebury. He used a stick
through a broken window
to pick the shirts off a table.
The Judge said the case came
under Mr. Peel’s Acts as a
capital offence. Randell was
sentenced to death.
5 APRIL 1832
THE EXODUS BEGINS
The need to emigrate is great
in N. Cornwall, about 200
or 300 people leaving for
Canada or the U.S.A.. The
“Spring Flower” sailed from
Padstow with 180 passengers
and the “Economist” is now
ready to sail with 200 more.
15 MAY 1840
MINOR OFFENDERS
Camelford. Two married
women from St. Cleather
were sent to Bridewell for
14 days for ill using a sheep
which died. Four young men
after drinking at Pengell, St.
Teath knocked all the gates
and stiles down on their way

Treat your feet and feel complete!
Keiron Chatterjea B.A. (hons); IIHHT diploma in
reflexology; 20 years’ experience in holistic therapies.

http://keironc.wix.com/reflexology
Telephone: 07581 388768

11 MARCH 1842

OF CORNISH
MANUFACTURE
At Hayle, the “Pencalenick”,
“Wave” and “Auspicious”
have just completed the
loading of 300 tons of cast
and wrought iron for the
Clifton suspension bridge,
manufactured by Messrs.
Sandys, Carne and Vivian
(Copperhouse Foundry),
they supplied 1,800 tons.
They also supplied parts
for a suspension bridge at
Hungerford.
4 SEPT 1846
A SCILLY BARQUE FOR
THE CHINA TRADE
The
splendid
barque
“Chieftain”, 300 tons, fully
rigged was launched at
Scilly from the yard of Mr.
Thomas Edwards. She will
sail to Liverpool & then

load for China. She is the
property of Mr. Francis
Banfield, her commander
Capt. Richard Edwards.
[In Dec 1847 Capt.
Edwards was presented
with a premium of £50 by
the consignees of her cargo
of tea, she beat all comers
in a race home from China
to London with the first tea
of the season.]
7 OCT 1853
PROMOTION OF LIEUT.
HOSKEN
During the stay of the
“Banshee” at Queenstown,
Sir
James
Graham,
promoted
Lieutenant
Hosken, of Penryn to
Commander after 25 yrs in
the service.
[The successful crossing
of the Atlantic by Brunel’s
iron paddle steamer “Great
Western”, 1340 tons, was
followed in 1845 by an
even greater triumph when
his iron propeller-driven
“Great Britain”, then the
largest ship in existence
(3,500 tons) made the
same journey. The captain
of both ships was Lieut.
Hosken of Penryn.]

NEED YOUR HOME MAINTAINING?

KINGSLEY UGLOW
Will undertake any interior or exterior work
on your house including:
Decorating - Plastering Tiling
Renovation Work - Carpentry - Masonry
Stonewalling - Cornish Hedging
Fence and Shed Building - Wooden Flooring
All work guaranteed to a high standard
Concrete bases and dwarf walls built for
conservatories

Phone: 01840 211054 Mobile: 07976 412374
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Opening Hours and Useful Phone Numbers
Bottreaux Filling Station
Tel: 01840 250108

Monday - Friday 8am-6pm,
Saturday 9am-5pm
Sunday 9am-1pm

Newsagents and Spar Shop
Tel: 01840 250419

Cash machine during business hours
Open daily at 6.00 am

Post Office at Cornish Stores
Phone for opening hours
Tel: 01840 250344

NatWest Bank
The Mobile NatWest bank calls at the harbour
carpark on Fridays , from 1.45pm until 2.15pm.

Mobile Library
Tel: 0300 1234111
Calls on alternate Thursdays
St Juliot, Tremorle Farm: 11:05 - 11:15
Wellington Hotel: 11:30 - 11:45
Barn Park, Tintagel Road:11.50 – 12.15
Trevalga, Village Hall: 13:20 - 13:30

Camelford Library

Town Hall, Market Place

Tel: 01840 212409
Tuesday: 09.30 - 17.00
Thursday: 09.30 - 13.30
Saturday: 10.00 - 13.00

Emergency Services:
Coastguard, Fire, Police, Ambulance: Dial 999
Police Station: For non-urgent issues:
101
Doctors’ Surgery and out-of-hours emergency
doctor:
01840 250209
NHS Advice : If you are feeling unwell and need a telephone
health assessment, please call the NHS 111 service free of charge
111

from any phone by dialing 			

Hospitals:
Bodmin - East Cornwall

01208 251300

Minor Injuries Unit open8 am – 10 pm, seven days a week

Launceston General

01566 761000

Stratton			

01288 320101

Truro -Treliske		
Plymouth - Derriford

01872 250000
08451 558155

Dental Helpline:		

0845 5000 230

NHS Emergency Dental Appt:

01872 354 375

Boscastle Visitor Centre:

01840 250010

Local Churches:
Church of England
Methodist
Catholic

01840 250359
01840 214818
01840 770663

Harbourmaster:

01840 250200

Minor Injuries Unit open8 am – 10 pm, seven days a week
Minor Injuries Unit open 24hrs, seven days a week

Parish Council:
Chairman:
01840 250414
Clerk:
01840 230609
email clerk to the council: forminpc@gmail.com
Village Hall Bookings:

01840 211343

Community Centre Bookings:

01840 250442

Cornwall Council:

0300 1234 100

Camelford One Stop Shop:

01840 214200

Environment Agency:

0800 807 060

South West Water emergency:

0844 346 2020

(NB costs 3p per minute from BT landline)

Waste Tip, Bowithick Quarry
Sanding Road, Tintagel
Tel: 01840 770778
Open Friday to Monday: 9am – 4pm
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SWW leak reporting
Highways:

0800 230 0561
0300 1234222

RSPCA: 			

0300 1234 999

Western Power emergencies:
0800 365 900
Village website: www.boscastlecornwall.org.uk

